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VARIOMETER
A miniature of the famous
Windak, likeable and sensible
dothini for a child to wearzipped front and elastic waist.
Rain repellent. Made from
tried and tested Windak
gaberdene.
Windproof. Light enough
for fullest freedom of ac,tion, allows the body to
breathe but stops keen
winds..
Hardwearing. In <lelillhtful
colours for long service.
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SAILPLANE INSTRUMENT PANELS
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RUTLAND STREET
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One of ,the few magazines in
the world devoted exclusively
to motorless flight.
Send 10/- for three sample
copies and the booklet-

Soaring in America
Increase your knowledge of
soaring. You are invited to
send £1 for membership in the
Soaring Society of America,
which includes a year's
subscription to Soaring.
SOARING SOCIETY OF AMERICA, INC.,
3778, Marion-AVe., Memphis, Tenn., U.S.A.
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barograph ~
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ENTER THE • 'SKY'
HERt were several events at the recent National Championship Meeting
which gave us great pleasure.
The first was the succeS$ of Fred S'lingsby's latest high performance
mac:hine-the • Sky '-and the second was that G. H, Stephenson-iI non-professional glider pilot-was flying one of them and at last able to do himself justice.
Several reflections arise from the results. First. with due deference to • S~eve '
" and • Jock' forbes-and they would be the first to admit it-some at least of
their success is due to their machines, If this i,s so. we clearly have a machine
which out-dates the • Weihe's' over whose possession there has been so much
and ULTRA LIGHT AIRCRAFT contrQversy these past few years. Second, would not' Steve' have put up as good
performances as the pilots in the' W,elhe's . in previous years if he had had the
THE FIRST JOURNAL DEVOTED opportunity r We believe he would and we believe that it is now dO\lbly
confirmed that his omission from the Team which went ,to Sweden, last year was
TO SOARING AND GLIDING i\ piece of pure j,iggery pokery, and If you don't believe us, look at the 'resulu in
Sweden and this year,
Nor can we express adequately our satisfaction that the Champi.onshif> by
AUGUST 1;951
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whomever it may be won. has been won in a British machine which is Nationa'l
from the drawing board to the completed machine. No doubt Slingsby still has
his i<:leas as to how the' Sky' may be improved-Just as Richard' Johnson went
EDITOR'
on Improving the' RJ-S ' for years-but performances so much superior to that
VEIlNON BLUNT
of other machines of the standard shape are bound to attract foreign attention.
MA. LL.B. (Cantab), F.Il.Met.S.
What Is more the design is pr,oYed, and' the result of careful step-by.step advance
ASST. EDI'1'O" ,
on a known road. There have been no c·hances taken, and the aircr·aft offers
those features of stability and fly-ability which is so marked a feature of the
VEIlONICA PLATT
Slingsby product. So also is the finish. We are sure that the' Sky' will continue
PRODUCTION M,ANAGER'
on the path to glory it has so brilliantly begun and will be an International
Competitioll machine next year.
IlQN<,t,LD BISHOP
It was unfortunate that the organisers of the Championships were unable
EDITORIAL
to include a triangular ()ourse contest in the series. the main reason being the
and
difficlllty of recognisiillg aircraft at the turning point ul'lless they came down to
ADVERnSEHENT OFFICES,
l.OOO feet, which for most competitors would mean the loss of the effective and
flyable height they migh,t have at the time. One wonders however, if sometliling
139
STIlAND.
W.C.2
could not be thoug,ht out on the lines of the RecognltiOIil letter, the know.ledge
PHONE: TEMPLE BAil 6451/1
of which was taken as proof of arrival over Derby airfield on t/:le last da,y's contest
of an out-and-return. It seems extremely likely that such contests wi,11 be featured
The Sailplane and Glider 10 pUblished on che
I at the next 'International Contest at Monflorite, Spain, nex't year.
5th of ev-ery month.
Prke Two Shillings. per
The • Met' this year was an outstanding ,feature, put over in a manner
copy: 25/6 per year posted. Advertlsin, Rateo I
at once informative and humorous. f. H. Ludlam's remark that there being an
on application.
inversion at 6,000 feet.• -although the base of the cloud woul'd move up during
PubliJhed for the licencees. Gilder Presa Ltd.,
by the Ilolls Hou.e Publish in. Co., Ltd.•
the day, the cloud tops woulod be no higher,' being an apt illustration, as was his
and Printed by The Mendlp Pre•• Ltd•• London
demonstration of a permanent artificial horizon and a thermal creator on the
and Bath.
last evening, It was interesting to hear him rema,rk too, that he and Dr. Scorer
had learned something in the week. one of the things being that soaring pilots
know more than the' Met' team about practical meteorology.
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SO YEARS OF fL Y'I NG
The Daily Express ar,e to be congratulated for haYing put on such a fine
show at Hendon. It ran for 3 day$-the 18th, 19th and 20th of July.,--and included
170
a large static exhibition as well as some interesting O:ying,
There were 113 machines on view, from the 'Sleriot XI' (1909). via
171'
fighters of the 19,104 war through the years of peace to the 195'1 Miles' Aries,'
173
It was good to see the i flying Flea,' the Westland 'Pterodacty,' the Sopwith
174
• iriplane: the' Chilton,' the' C.rgnet,' and so many others among the pioneers
175
that most of the younger ieneratiol'l will never have seen' on the ground' before,
Ibut 11 am 'sure more early g,liders'would have been wel'come too.
The. f1yi,ng programme was small,. fascinating to the real enthusiast. though
171
I doubt if it was spectaeular enough on Thursday and Friday to appeal to, the nonalrminded. We saw the' Blerlot . and the 1911 • Deperdussin • actually take off
179
and stagger across "he field-the 1912 • Blackburn' tnonoplal'le did a very
181
creditable dr.cult. while the Sopwitl\ • Pup' and • Bristol Fighter' pu't up a
delightful aerobatic show which must have surprised the young moderns-I'II
183
wager Pegg enjoyed flying the • Bristol Fiihter ' far more than the • Brabuon ' !
We then had some rotating wing aircraft-~he • Cierva,' • Auto Giro,' the
185
186 'Westland • W.S,51, ' and the ., Bristol' helicopter. always fun to watch,
The g'liding section was a little disappointi,ng-some very low hops ilil the
187
primary from a bungy ,launch. scarcely gave the public time to appreciate what
188
was happening. The • Prefect' followed up on a winch launch, as did the
189 , • Olympia '-perhaps It was the very calm air which caused the pilot to overshoot
and write off a w-ing tip. but it was a pity. Crashery at an Air Display lis always
191
bad propaganda. especially w'hen unnecessary. Luckily very few people saw It,
and the finale, po'lis'hed aerobatics by Marmol after an aero tow iA the' Krajanek,'
COVER PHOTO:
,probably cancelled it out.
Training flighr in • S.G. 38' at Sunset.
The commentary by Charles Gardner was most excellent and added
D. B. Mm'erne'. Ex.WD. F. 24. Deep
greatly to the evening's pleasu re.
VER.ON1CA pLAiT.
yellow ./ilrer.
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THE NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP CONTESTS,
BRIEF REPORT
{Owing firstly to the B. E. it. strike, the Editor was marooned in NJilan and therefore
Hnable ta be present on the opening days as intended. Veronica Plait was ltlso prevented
fronl being present tmtil Thursday. 011Y reports therefore are compiled after the event, but
the resu,!ts were copied from the oftidal lists).
HERE were 35 entrants for the 1951 Competitions,
of which 7 were individual and the rest Team
T
entries. The R.A.F. were represented by 10 machines,

from the earth and prevented rachation. The ridge
became congested with machines soaring in a N.E.
wind so that some competitors were kept all the
the R.N. 2, and the Army I. Of the R.A.F. machines, ground.
3 were • Sedberghs' entered by the AT.C. The
Wed'nesda,y, 25th. The task. today was a 73 mile
types of aircraft included Hi Eon 'Olympias,' 1 Ollt and return flight to Boston. The weather forecast
German • Olympia,' :3 '~Teihes,' 1 'Rhonbllssa.rd,'
was favomable to the outward flight but a 115 knot
1 ' MII 13A,' a • P.etrel,' a • Gnmau,' a ' Gull IV,' a
heacl w,ind on the return set a premium on the
, I{ranieh,' a ' Prefect' and 2 • Skys.'
machines with a greater penetration. Only' Steve'
The organisation improvecl on the high standard
reached the goal and in addition he made 19 miles
of recent years, except in the matter of an extra of the return journey to Cranwell. Unfortunately,
telephone, in which the Post Office were still his barograph failed, and he missed the marks he
un-cooperative.
would have obtained for the climb of 6,000 feet and
The' Met' this year was largely in the hands of these m.arks were vital as later events confirmed.
])r. Scorer and F. H. Luulam, of the Royal MeteoroLome Welch followed with 67 miles, Jock Forbcs
logical Society and the Imperial College of Science,
42 miles, Wills 31 miles, and Ince 29 luiles. Tony
and was most accurate.
G.oodhart contacted the Standing "Vave at Great
On the whole the weather was fortunate, at least Hucklow., reached 4,000 feet and then made 28 miles
from the point of view of tho pueli,c, who enjoyed
in a downward gli~e on his course.
the warm sun and the cool breeze, as well ag the
Thtwsday, 26th. The task today was a goal fligllt
beautiful and graceful spectacle of so many pedigree to a point chosen by the pilot in which LOrlle Welch
sailplan.es cavorting in the air, with the sun shining succeeded ,in a brilliant cmss wind flight which aimed
through their irridescent wing~ revealing to all what at Lympne but reached Manston. Still 187 miles
flimsy things they reaily are, am\ thuscontFibut~lIg all a day when others were flying down wina to the
to the vicarious thrW of seeing them dare the high East Coast, was no mean feat. The day's best flight
heavens.
was by S/Ldr. Smyth of the H..A.F. G. & S.A. was
Here is a brief summary of the results each day:- to BJidlington (85) aml 21 miles back in a' Gull IV,'
Satu.rday, 21st. Not an official contest day, but a followed by Foster who was a mile short of Smyth,
special prize for the greatest altitude was won by Forbes in his ll1uch disc Issed ' PI\oto' Goal Flight
G. H. Stephenson, flying a ' Sky,' Slingsby's latest to Flamhorough Head and 8 miles on the return.
high performance achievement, in which he reached
Friday, 27th. The morning here was unpropitiow;
7,300 feet.
and of the 13 machines visible airborne at II o'clock
.Sunday, 22nd. The' Met' condit-iollS were not
4- had landed together in the bott0'1U a few minutes
favourable to much ,achievement from 1,000 foot
later. The task was a Goal Flight. Jock Forbes
winch lallllches, as the ground temperature would
reached Market Weighton (62 miiles), ' Steve ' made
not be high enough until late in the day. There was
56 miles (7,800 feetl, and Tony Goodhat't made 70
some upper air tmhulence but it waS difficult to miles to Grimshy, Frank Foster made 69 miles,
reach if. A' Goal Flight' was the set task for tl'c Goclfrey Lee made 61 miles (7,100 feet). At the end
day, the goal to be chosen by the pilot. The' Rhon- of the clay's flying' Steve ' had 7l!) points, Forbes
bussard' (Frank Foster) went farthcst-87 miles to
665, Welch 632, Foster 603, Wills 566 and the
Thornaby, but' Steve,' with the greater altitude of prospects for the last two days were most intriguing.
13,000 feet won most points with a 76 mile flight to
SaturdaY,28th. An out and return flight to Booth
Catterick.
i,orne 'Welcll re.ached Sherburn-37
Ferry Bridge, near Goole. 45 miles. The best return
miles-Nick Goodhart was a few hundled yards
was made by Jock Porbes, Goal {plus 25). 1nce (plus
short of Yeadon which Wills also missed by 5 miles.
20), Wills (plus 16). Stephenson (plus 15), Goodhart
David 1I1ce got to Ripon, 63 miles.
(plus l3), Irving (plus 12), Foster (plus 11), Gates
Monday, 2:3rd. An inversion in the form of low (plus 8), Dowdall (plus 13), Archbold and Smyth (plus
stratiform cloud hung over the site all day so there
1), Mallett, Welch and Alexander reached the goal.
was no competition.
Sunday, 29th. An inversion at 6,000 feet which
Tuesday, 24th. Yesterday's task-a goal speed will probably continue, made the task (a return
flight to Dunstable-was carried out t-ollay. The
flight to Derby), not an easy one. In the event
distance was 100 miles. and' Steve' got there first Deane-Drnmmoncl who was first away made the best
ill. 2 hours :l5 mins. at 42.. 6 m.p.h. Jock Forbes
time of 2 hours and 10 minutes for the 60 mile round
landed 1 minute later. They were lucky to get away,
trip.' Steve " who started almost last, some 3 hours
as later launches were blocked by a thin layer of later, landed at Buxton but Jock Forbes managed
cloud which effectually blankettec1 the suns rays to complete the trip, so also did a ' T.21 • in he
(Continued on page 18B)
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RICHARD JOHNSON-CHAMPION

T

HE 18th National Soal'ing Contest is history, and
with it a new U.S. national distance lUark is
made a matter of record.
Richard H. Johnson, Palm Springs, Californ'a,
was awarded the Richard E. du Pont Melnorial
Trophy, symbolic of the National Soaring Championship, at the Annual Awards Banquet held Thursday
evening. ] uly 12, in the beautiful, rustic Administration Building at Harris Hill, Glider Capital of
America, site of the 1'951 National Contest.
Mississippi State College student, Dick ]ohnson,
1950 National Champion, soared to his second
national title in two years with a 360-1nile crosscountry flight from HaITis Hill at Elmira, N.Y., to
the Norfolk Municipal Airport at Norfolk, Vil'ginia,
contributing a total of 360 points of his COlltest
total-57H.
Closely following the national champion in second
place was the 1{l:33 National Champion, Stan Smith,
Tonawanda, N.Y.; and third place holder, steel
salesman Bill Covel-dale of Chattanooga, Tennessee.
Although the fil'st two days of contest flying were
rained ont, Friday, ] uly Gth, the first day of contest
flying pmved to be the greatest single day in Ehnira
soari ng history. The best flight was Dick ] ohnson 's
360-mile flight with Bill Coverdale's 213-mile flight
to Egg Harbor, N.]., adding to tl~e impressive total
mileage for the day, On this same clay, eight other
flights were made in excess of 100 miles, and a total
of 2,710 miles were flown.
Over 50 soaring pilots flying 4~ sailplanes made
this 18th National Meet one of the largest in American
soaring, history.
Run upon the same rules as the Intenlational
Championships, this year's contest set several other
records, one of which was the launching on ] lily ,Mh
of all contestants at an average of less than three
minutes per ship.
Record crowds were attracted to this year's meet
-over 15,000 visited Rarris Hill on Sunday, ]ul,y 8th,
to witll€~ss c(mtest activities 'lIld participate in the
ceremonies honouring the officers and men of nearby
Sampson Air Force Base.

P.A.!.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

44th CO'lfference Communique-Extra cl

1952 World Competitions for Spain
Motorless FUghHHiding
HE Gliding Committee made a final review of
T
the sports code for Gliding which will be issued
as a booklet called
for Records in eNding
R,eg~tlations

and for the award of Gliding Badges.
The Committee adopted rules for the world Gliding
Championship Cup fot single-seater glidel's and, in
order to encourage the development of two-seater
gliders, decided on another World Championship Cup
for this class to be competed for under the same
rules as those for the single-seaters.
The Competitions for the vVorld Gliding Championship will be held in Spain in 1952.

The Lilienthal medal was awa.ded to William S.
Ivans, ]r. (U.s.A.), for his glider height record of
12,.832 metres which was judged to be most olltstanding glider performance in 1950.
Richard Johnson, U,S. Champion, is to make an
attempt on the world's distance record of 465 miles
at present held by MIle. Klepikova. of U.S.S.R. dating
frOln 1940. He will be using the' R.] 5 ' described
in last month's issue.

38,65° FEET UP
Two-Place Altitude Wave

Flight Record

Broken

By BOB SYMONS
(/11 the time of going to press we had 1101 heal'd wheth.I'Y Ihe
F. A./. had officiatly homologated this, flight.)
'UMULUS shaped' rall ' clouds down the valley
wel-e few on this particular morning. A .few
thin lenticulal"S showing to the north. From the
Pibal reports, the wind velocities over the monntains
were fair, at abont :30 to 40 knots, and out of the
westerly quadrant.
Dr. ] oachim Kuettner arri ved at th.e ail'port
about 1 LOO honrs and after talking over conditions,
lI.decider) that the cl'ouds did not look good enough
to wanant making a sing,le place flight in an attempt
to better Bill ]van's record of 42,000 ft.; it did not
look good enongh to the east either to try' any
extended distance.
]oach sugg,estecl that we make a two-place Right,
so that I could show him more about the ' wave'
in this country, so he could cOlllpate it with those
of Europe.
The ' Prail.Read's' oxygen tanks were topped,
the nylon tow rope was laid out and the ship moved
out to the runway. For extra clothes I put on a
woo)'len electric' bunny' suit, wi,thout the eleCh.-icity,
of cOluse.
I chose to wear this type of sHit because the arms
and legs could be easily unz'ippered so that it was
not too hot at low altitudes. [took along a leather
jacket which I put behind the seat, ill case I needed
it. loach wore his down lined pants and jacket and
sheepski'l1 boots, in which he suffered quite a bit, as
yOll will learn later.
Take-off was at 12.26 and climb was m.ade south
of the airport in the vicinity of Black. Mtn., partly
in thermal and partly in mild wave cond,itions. We
clim.bed to about 1.6,00Q ft. before we started tOWM"ds
the' roll ' clouds just to the south of Big Pine.
\-Ve flew through four lift and downdraft regions
before getting into the first' wave.' The turbulence
in this area was not very rough this day. While
flying through the turbulent zone, I had my oxygen
mask on so that 1 could direct the tow plane by
radio (lny microphone was in the mask). I had both
hands full, one on the stick and the other on tbe
spQiler control.
Out. of the corner of my eyes I could see ]oach
first wiping Ule perspiration from his glasses, and
then wiping his forehead and face. He would put
his glasses back. on and in just a few seconds would

C
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have to start the whole procedure again. I motioned
him to try to unzip his down-lined pants and jacket,
but he did not get the idea.
.
'Ne released at 15,000 ft. indicated, at approximately 13.00 and shortly afterwards Were in'a very
good downdraft. I drove towards the Sierra, which
were only about a mile away, and soon found good
lift which pegged both rate of climbs at their limits,
which was 2,000 ft. per minute.
This fast rate of climb showed at 22,000 ft. where
we arrived at 13.07. The outside air temperature
was -26 degrees Centigrade.
(All temperatures
given are in Centigrade).
J now opened the door of the cockpit so that
Joach could cool oft a little. The climb continued
at about 1.,000 ft. per min. without special attention
to try to stay ill the region of maximum lift. \Ve
aITived at 25,000 ft. at 13.09~; the outside air
temperature was now -32.
The climb now slowed a little and we arrived at
35,000 ft. at 13.30 with the outside temperahlre at
-56, but it still was smprisingly warm inside the
cockpit. I !lad m.issed getting my flying boots, or
rather nly one boot, in the ship before take-off, and
during some of ollr passes up and down the wave
my foot would be in the shade and would start to
get cold, so then I would just park it up on the
instrument panel ill the sunshine and warm it up a
bit. At times, it is quite convenient to have one
wood foot, as you only have one .to keep warm.
Everything in the cockpit that was in the
sunshine was warm to touch. Joach was now doing
the flying, while I was making notes of Our compass
headings, temperatures, air speed and position over
the ground and other data. Our canopy over our
heads now started to ice up just a little, and when
J oach rubbed the plexiglass a little to see better out
the side, aB but the nose section rapidly iced up.
Evidently wiping the frost scattered some ice
crystals through the air which served as nuclei for
more frost to form. The ice on the canopy never got
more than 1/8th inch thick at any time, in the
thickest places, wlilich were directly over our heads.
From 35,000 ft. on up, the climb slowed, arriving:
36,000 ft.-13.34- -60; 37,000 ft.-!3.41- -61;
38,000 ft.-13.47- -63.

The' 1'.31,' the Slingsby new two-seater trainer at
Ca II1ph ill. The basic adaption fro'lI1 the ' 1'l/tor'
can be seen clearly.

We stopped going lip at 38,200 ft. indicated by
our altimeter at 13.49, with the outside air temperature at -65 degrees Centigrade, which is 85 degrees
below ze~'<), Fahrenheit I-and we were still warm inside
of the ship. I did not even need to put on my
leather jacket.
The insulation in this pal-ticular • Pratt-Read ' is
the aluminum foil, fiHed with batting, variety, ,lJld
seems to be the best, perhaps because the foil
reflects a lot of the heat from the sun back into
your body.
At this high point we could drift slightly downwind
and enter the base of the upper lenticular cloud.
The top of the lower lenticulal" , roll' cloud had been
at approximately 3:~,OOO ft. When drifting into the
lenticular edge the lift would increase, but as our
bank and turn failed to work, we could not safely
en ter tlle cloud.
'Ne worked down towards Lone Pine and then
back towards Coyote, without finding any al"eas of
extra lift.. We were able to maintain our altitude
without much effort, and after radio contacts with
the tow plane, we flew to the north over Coyote and
found mi~d turbulence at 37,700 ft., -62 degrees, at
14.40. 'Ne also ran into some more lift at this point,
'but my plans before take-off had been to go only
to about 38,000 ft. high, and as everything had
worked well so far, I did not see any reason in
stretching our luck.
After all, tempera.tures as cold as -65 degrees
Centigrade impose severe strains on the fabric, and
the steel spar fittings on wood spars, as well as many
other things, so I thought it better to finish our
flight a.nd inspect the ship before encountering any
colder temperatures.
At this point there was no lenticular cloud downwind, so I fiew dowl1\vi ld to see what kind of lift
there was. in the second and third wave position, and
explore that.
We found quite a bit of sink going downwind;
sometimes as much as 2,000 it. per minute, and did
not get into any good lift until arriving just downwind of the crest of the "Vhite Mtns., where we got
good lift at 35,000 ft. We stayed there only a few
minutes as the airpOl-t radioed that some photo.
graphers were all setup on the runway to take
pictures of our landing. .
I started down with the spoilers open and flying
at about 70 miles per hour, at 15.00. \Ve landed at
15.22 without finding much turbulence on the way
down.
It gave me a great deal of satisfaction to have Dr.
Kuettner along on this flight. It was very fitting
that we should break a two-place altitude record
(subject to homologation) ill the '\Vave.' Dr.
Kuettner has studied and flown in wave conditions
in all the European countries and is considered the
top man in that fle'ld in Europe. I discovered ·the
• wave' here at Bishop in 1929, and since that time
I have made more than :300 fiigllts in it.
The barograph!> both calibrated out at :38,650 it.
above sea level.
A year ago this day, :March 5th, I soared the
• P·:38 ' for over an hour with both engines stopped
and the propellors feathered, to over 30,000 ft. I
wonder what next Nlarch 5th will bring.
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SOARING IN
FRANCE

New Aerobatic Sailplane

FOUGA

,

CM8- 13 AERO

By
,
GUY BORGE

,

'PJ{OTOS

The canopy gives excellent visibility in
any dil·eclion. took above the fuselage
Ihe new pilot head se/ sideways; at right,
its static head.

sailplanes
A EROBATIC
large numbers.

nv

BORGl~

Top-Cockpit with special features: Up-release of the canopy;
Middle-trim of
special lJank indicator for inverted jlying.
rudder bars. Down--norma.1 bunk indica/ol', alii me/er, accelerometer. Lejt-A .S.l; 'right, variometer and release kllot; at
extreme right, elevator il'immer. The special joy sthk, taprooted .at its upper part is also noticeable.
Bottom: The new very efficient a-irbrakes.

are not to be found in

The best known model was the German' Ha15icht,'
immensely strong but of which some specimens
exist to.day.
FRENCH NEED
After the war, in France the need for a special
aerobatics sailplane was apparent, and the' CM8·13
Aero' was designed by the Fouga factory.
The machine does not seem very attractive with
a 'square appearance,' but it is really efficient in
the hands of a qualified pilot. We have especially
wondered at the magnificent shows of Mr. Leg.rand
the test pilot specialist of sailplanes at Bretigny, the
French Farnborough.
In the 'CM8·13' be executes with perfection

stalls, loops, spins, rolls and inverted flying close to
the ground, The characteristics of the 'CM8·13'
seems interesting because of its small size'''as well as
its excellent performances.

CHARACTERISTICS
Wingspan, 42 ft.; aspect ratio, 13; wing area,
144 sq. ft,; empty weight, 495 pounds; total
weight, 740 pounds.; m.imimum sinking speed, 2.62
£t./sec.; maximum gliding i'atio, 27; security
factor, 12; aerobatics, unrestricted.
SPECIAL FEATURtS
It has special features, certain bein-g already used.

in the other Fonga sailplanes. The canopy is
designed for an excellent around visibility in any

SAll.PLANE
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Gmend view oj' CMS-13 Aero.'

direction. The instrument panel has the normal because the heads are better protectecl ancl cause
instruments of a sailplane such as the altimeter, less drag. The airbrakes are the new Fouga style
A.S.l., bank indicator, variometer, compass, ancl also consisting of separated sectors under and above the
SOIne new ones for aerobatics, an accelerometer to \ving.
appreciate stress endured by the machine and an
'vYing tips are bordered by some special lateral
inverted bank indicator for flying upside down.
keels which improve airflow in this place. De-rigging
For better comfort, especially favouring the tall is provided for by sliding bolts as in the • Weihe.'
pilots, the joystick _is tap-ro6ted at its upper part. The horizontal tail, of somewhat crude appearance,
The towing hook is also new and has an automatic
is de-rigged in two separate parts, starboard and
release when the angle ot the wire is too pronoum~ed.,
port.
it has a special ring, • T' shaped.
By the novelty of its design and equipment the
The A.S.l. contains 2 oompletely separated heads,
one just above the fuselage ior lneasuring the total Fouga • CM8-13' appears to be very interesting and
pressnre, and the second one laterally disposed for it will certainly become a regular performer at the
static pressure. This arrangement is intel-esting principal meetings.

KOCKUMS FLYGINDUSTRI
(SWEDEN)
by R. A. G_ STUART, M.A. (Cantab.)
HE present firm of Kockums Flygindustri, a
subsidiary of the large Kockums metal-working
concern, was formed at Bulltofta airfield, Malmo, as
successor to the finn of A.B. Flygindustri of Halmstad.
Their fi~st original product was the' F,i-I 'singleseater sailplane, designed by T. Lidl1lalm in 1943.
Though classified as an intermediate type, its
performance is much better than most intermediate
sailplanes. It was with this type that I{. A.
Rasmussen recently set up a Danish goal flight
record by flying 321.8 km. irom Ry to Karlshamn
in Sweden in spite oi the fact that his machine was
iar irom new.
Its high safety factor makes the • Fi-l ' suitable
for aerobatics and cloud flying and it is also stressed
for high-speed towing. Six of these gliders were
built bllt three have since craslled. The' Fi-l ' is
of the pod and boom layout and, as might be expected
from the firm's associations, the pod is 01 welded

T

steel tube constl'uction, covered with a mou)'ded
wooden nacelle. The circular tail-boom is of stressedskin wooden construction. The wing has a single
woodel~ I.section
spar with diagonal plywood
covering in fmnt and fabric aft of it. The two-tipar
tailplane is of similar construction and all control
surfaces are fabric covered. Dive brakes limit the
vertical diving speed to 115 m.p.h., !:)ut the terminal
diving speed without brakes is 195 m.p.h.
The' Fi-2' was a project for a 6-seat high-wing
transport glider with single-strut wing bracing. It
was never built but was developed into the larger
. Fi-3' with accommodation for two pilots and ten
other troops or 1,000-1,100 kg. military load. The
front fuselage is again of welded steel tubes with
moulded wooden co vet-iug, and the rear part of
stressed-skin wooden construction.
There is a knock-out panel with four portholes on
each side of the fuselage. The wings and tail are of
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wooden construction and all control sU.rfaces are
fabric covered, the ailerons being aerodynamically
balanced.
Dive brakes are litted to upper and lower surfaces
of the wings. Owing to its clean design the' Fi-:3 '
has a better performance than most cargo gliders,
having a best gliding angle of 1: 15. It was designed
by J. Weibull with T. Lidmalm as project engineer.
Five were built to the order of the Royal Swedish
Air Force lFlygvapnet) in 1944 but the contract was
cancelled at the end of the war.
There was talk of adapting them to civilian use
but nothing came of it. During a recent visit to the
works at Bulltofta, they could be seen in a hangar
with wings removed.
Beneath the dust their
Flygvapnet camouflage could
plainly seen.
No original types are now being built. Production
is centred all the L.H. 22' Baby-Fa,ilken,' a re-design
of the' Grunau Baby' by L. Henuninger.
By mid- !Hl49· eighteen at these had been prml uced
as well as lOO' SG-4.5' primary gliders, and' V,Teihe',
• Olympia' and ' Kranich' sailplanes. Thel-e was
also a project for a re-design of the' Olympia' with
ne\v \'vings.
The ' Baby- Falken' prototype first flew in 1946.
It has a fabric-covereel chwni.e-molybdenum steel
tube fuselage of better aerodynamic shape than the
German design, enclosed cockpit, double pneumatic
landing wheels and two tow-po-ints, one in the
extreme nose for "ero-towing and the other under
the nose for winching.
Two small windows in the floor allow the pilot to
see the tow·line and tow-points, a refinement not
often found. The wing, braced by a single stream-

be

lined strut, ,is of similar construction to the firm's
other proclucts, the fin is O'f steel tubes, the tailplane
of wooden construction and control surfaces fabric
covered.
Kockums Flygindustri also make obechi floats,
4-5 m. long, of single·step, fiat-bottomed type with a
chine on.!)' in front of the step. The design and
construction of the first pair cost 45,000 kr. and the
floats are sold at 6,200 kr. per pair. They are
attached by means of N struts and braced to each
other at the front and rear attachnlent points of
eachN.
Four pairs have been supplied for' Piper Cubs'
and two for I Luscombe Silvaires,' for which the finn
acts as agent. Repair and maintenan<se work is
undertaken too; among the more ullusual types
observed in one of the hangars was a 'Spartan
Arrow,' still ainvorthy.
DATA: ' Fi-l.' Span 46 ft.; wing area 156 sq. ft. ;
aspect ratio 13.!); wing loading :3.68 Ibs./sq. ft.;
wt. empty 397 Ibs.; wt. loaded 574 Ibs.; rnin. rate
of sink 2.33 ft./sec; best gliding angle [:24; stalling
speed 32.:3 m.. p.h.; dihedral 2.5° .
• Fi-3.' Span 16.5 lll.; length 9.'7 m.; height
3.3 m.; wing area 32 sq. m.; aspect ratio 8.5;
wt. empt)' 790 kg.; AU"V 1800 kg.; max. towing
speed 250 km./h.; max. diving speed :350 km.fb. ;
best gliding angle 1:15 @ 175 km./h.; landing speed
80 km./h. Gross wt. can be increased to 2100 kg. if
towing speed is reduced to 200 km./h.
• Baby-Fa/lien.' Span 44.2 ft.; wing area 159 sq.
ft.; wt. empty 3311 Ibs.; wt. loaded 5-50 Ibs.;· min.
rate of sink 2.6 ft./sec.; stalling speed 30 m.~.IIl. ;
best gliding angle 1: 19.

ICE ACCRETION
Meteorological Office Discussion

T

HE first discussion of the 1951l-51 series, held at
ll, Carlton HO\lse Terra(;e, on October 9th,
1950, took the form of a review of recent American
research into ice-accretion problems. The opening
speaker was Mr. G. A. Corby.
The work considered compl-ised the resullts of the
Harvard·1Vlount
'Vashington
icing
Research
Projectt* obtained during the 1946-47 winter and
also the results of fl,ight researches carried out during
the 1945-4G and 11)46-47 winters by the Ames
Aeronautical Laboratory for the American National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (N.A.C.A.j2,'.
Mr. Corby explained how the problem of fmecasting the occurrence and intensity of aircraft icing
had always been hampered by the lack of data
available about the quantities most fundamentally
involved, namely the li.quid water content and the
size of the droplets in clouds. This gap in our
knowledge accounted for the apparent paradoxes
which were common in repOli:s of aircraft iciJ'lg.

*

Application of a tJ;teoretical treatment of d'roplet
trajectories, due to Langnluir and Blodgett" had
made possible the Ineasurement of the liquid water
content ancl drop size of icing clouds. The technique
consisted in the analysis of the rates of accretiOn
obtained on an assemt;ly of cyl,inders of vaIiQuS sizes
after exp@sure to the icing cloud. The method yielded
also an approximate indication of the type of distribution of drop sizes about the mean effective
diameter.
An aircraft icing standard had been adopted by
the United States '''leather Bureau f0f work of this
type, and, 011 this standard, one unit of icing intensity
was defined as accretion at the rate of 1 gm. /cm' /hr.
on a a-in. diameter cyl,inder mo.ving, through the
cloud at 200 m.p.h. with its axis perpendicular to
the direetion of motion. Icing intensities of I, 6 awl
12 on the standarcl were defined as the boundary
values between trace, light, moderate and heavy icing.
Application of Langmuir's work enabled the icing

The index numbers refer to the list of references on page 177.
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rate on the aircraft standard to be calculated once
the drop size and liquid water content were kl'mwn
and a graphical representation of the relation between
the three quantities was used to demonstrate how a
particulaF icing intensity might be caused by a wide
vaTiety of combinations of drop size and liquid water
content, and how apparent paradoxes arose in the
past because of the lack of knowledge of these
q Han titi es.
A comprehensive series 'Of measmemeuts of .Ji(plid
wate. content, drop size (mean effective diameter)
and the derived variable, icing rate on the aircraft
stand~nd, had been made from the summit of Mount
Washington, New Hampshire, D.S.A., which is
enshrouded in cloud at temperatures below freezing
for much of the winter. The mean values obtained
for liquid water content, mean effective drop
diameter and icing rate were 0.472 gIR./m.-, 13
microns and 4.09 gm./cm. 2 /hr. with standard deviations of 0.269, 5.1 and 3.66 respectively. A statistical
analysis had revealed real positive correlations
between the icing rate and both the liquid water
COI"ltent and the drop size, but .Mr. Corby felt that
these correlations had little practical meaning since
the icing rate was analytically related to the other
two quantities.
The broad relations found between the icing rate
and the synoptic situation were mostly peculiar to
No.th American winter conditions, and in any event
would be of little value for forecasting owing to the
wide variations of icing rate within each situation.
Although no connexion had been found between the
icing variables and the lapse rate, Mr. Corby considered that such effects had probably been masked
by the changes in the physical state of the clouds
caused by th.e forced ascent at the mountain.
An investigation of erfOTS in the rotating cylinder
measurements. caused by loss of some of the intercepted water before freezing (' run-off') and loss of
fragile rime due to the action ('j,f the wind (' blow-off ')
had shown that neither cause had significantly
affected the Mount Washington results but that
• run-off' errors might be large at aircraft speeds.
It had not been possible to confirm 0'1' deny from
the icimg observations at low temperatures the
existence of the -41 "C. limit identified by Cwilong a,.
. and others as being the critical temperature for the
effectiveness of s\lblimation nuclei in the atmosphere,
and no temperature limit could therefore be set
below whicb aiJ:craft icing would be impossible.
Substantial reductions in the liquid water content
of clouds had been brought about on some occasions
by the introduction of dTy ice into clouds covel-ing
the summit. A metl10d was demonstrated of
estimating from a. representative tephigram ascent
the maximum possible liquid water content of
clouds formed by local convection and low-level
turbulence.
The flight researches carried out for the AmeFi~an
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics comprised 557 measurements of the drop size and liquid
water cOntent of icing clouds by means of the
rotating eylinder method. The ranges of values oi
these quantities were, generally speaking, consistent
with the Mount "Vashingtoll data.
The idea of forecasting icing intensi.ty on the

aircraft standard by using a value of the liquid
water content, estimated from radio-sonde data, in
association with a mean value of the drop diameter
for the cloud type (14 microns for layer clouds and] 7
microns for cumulus clouds) had been examined with
promising results. In addition, a set of tentative
qualitative forecast,iug rules had been evolved.
In considering the problem of defining the worst
icing condition likely to be encountered in a given
al"ea, for use by the designers of de-icing sy;;tems,
two distinct aspects had been recognized: the
probable maximum icing condition irrespective of its
extent or duration and the maximum continuous
iCing condition with which de-icing equipment might
be expected to deal indefinitely. Values for these
two conditions applicable to the United States were
qu()ted. The problem had also been dealt with fl"Om
a statistical viewpoint and the l"esults specified in the
form of the worst icing condition likely to be
encountered ouce in a given number of icing flights
over given flight path distances.
The Director, opening the general discussion, drew
attention to the difficulties of measming drop"size
distribution, and asked how this quantity had been
measured by the V.S. workers. He was surprised
that, ,in view of the work of Cwilong and others on
sublimation nuclei, the American work revealed no
clear connexion between icing and altitude at great
heights. As the duration of an icing Instance
decreased with the intensity, he wondered whether
it was possible to identify a maximum ' dosage' of
ice deposit.
AIr. Corby explained bl"iefly how the size distyib~ltion
of the dwplets was approximately determined in
terms of a set of defined distributions having various
degrees of departUFe frollil uniformity. It was poSSible
to fly in icing layer cloud more or less indefinitely
and this would rule O,lt tlle possibility ofestablisl1ing
a maximum icing' dosage.'
Mr. G. F. W. Oddie quoted a case of icing
encountered by the • Comet' jet airliner at a
temperature of -60°C .
Mr. Best queried whether it was possible to fly in
a supercooled liquid cloud without ice forming. He
was doubtful whether the f,elation between temperature and icing found at Mount \Vashington would
apply to aircraft icing owing to the mountain results
being obtained at a fixed altitude. He regretted that
the descriptive terms for icing intensity were related
to al::cr'etion on a fixed-size cylinde.r.
Mr. Corby felt that reports of no icing in supercoo'led cloud might well be cases of intensities too
small for visual observation.
111r. Bradbury pointed out that 'n most pilots'
reports icing appeared to be associated with
turbulence.
J1rh. Corby thought this was because turbu'lellce
was common in convective clouds which also gave
rise to most significant icing cases.
J1!lr. D. D. Clark said that icing must vary
consirlerably ""ith the type and speed 'of the aircraft,
and wondered, therefore, how the results were
affect.ed by the aircraft and also by the de-icing
system in use.
111r. Corb)' explained that the type of aircraft and
its de-icing equipment did not affect the reslllts
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which were obtained (rom the rotating cylinder
mea5urements and not from the accretion on the
aircraft itself.
Dr. Frith quoted from his own experience to
substantiate the contention tnat rotating cylinders
pick ~lP snow crystals as well as supercooled water
droplets. The amount ot ice was not the only
important factor since variations in the shape of the
deposit affected the aircraft performance in various
ways. He thought that the apparent lack of icing in
some supercooled clouds might be due to the kinetic
heating effect.
,Hr. Gtoyne explained how Langmuir's theoretical
work on droplet trajectories and dle rotating ,cylinder
technique were being applied to meteorological
research into agricultural problems, e.g. insecticide
spraying, etc.
Dr. Patmer (Clarendon Laboratory) showed how
the reports of icing at very low temperatures were
not necessarily inconsistent with the results of
Cwilong's work on sublimation nuclei. An in·
sufficiency in the free atmosphere of the nuclei
operati ve at -·H cc. would account for the existence
of liquid clouds at temperatmes below that limit.
1111'. H'a./tington drew attention to the fact that
aircraft in congested areas might be forced by Air
Traffic Control procedures to fly for long periods in
icing conditions. He quoted an instance of two
Viking aircraft encountering very different icing
conditions in the same cloud layer at almost the same
time. In reply to a query, he was told that there
was as yet no method of predicting the nlaximum
liquid water content of clouds other than cumulus
and strato-cumulus.
Mr. B. C. V. Oddie thought that caution would be
necessary in applying the results to forecasting in
the United Kingdom since they were determined for
American winter conditions.
Nlr. Corby. replying to a question bY'Mr. Sawyer,
said that errors due to mn-off losses must have been
considerable in some of the aircraft measurements

but no particular invest~gation of this was mentioned
in the N.A.C.A. report.
Dr. Sutcliffe asked whether current Meteorological
Office publications were affected by this new work,
especially as regards the forecasting of the icing index.
Mr. Corby said that sOlne modification in the
guidance given for forecasting icing index: would be
necessary in the light of the American work.
1\11'. Absato11l mentioned that this had been allowed
for in a new ll1eteorotogicat Report on icing to be
issed by tile Meteorological Office in the near future.
Points raised by other. speakers concerned the
cOflnexion between icing, and the appearance of
clouds, the occurrence of rain ice and the limitations
of the rotating cylinder technique as a method of
measuring the icing variables.
The Director, in closing the discussion, welcomed
the advances which had been made in the complex
subject of aircraft icing and commented on the great
practical difficulties of the experimental work
involved.
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SILVER' C' HEIGHT, DISTANCE and
DURATION IN ONE FLIGHT
By S. R. DODD.

'0. N tothreea.ttempt
occa.sion~ I have h3;d to decide whether
Silver' C' distance, or to return
to base.
The first time was in a ' Grunau Eaby'
in the ;Iast hO\lfs of a special course. This latter
fact and my poor gain of height compared with dis-

tance downwind decided me against the attempt,
and I eventually worked my way back to the airfield.
The second occasion occurred in a. 'Gull I' in
similar cil-cumstances, and I landed two miles short
of the home airfield. On 'each of these two occasions
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the wind strength was about 25 m.p.h. at greund
level and my maximum height just over 2,200 feet
some three miles downwind of the airfield.
The • Gull I' flight was very unpleasant, for
having made my decision to return, and having
turned upwind, 1 found sink which increased to
20 feet per second before any appreciable distance
was made. There was no consolation in muttering
• v\lhere there's a down, there's all up close by.'
as in this case there was ,insufficient time (or height)
to prove it. 1 was very worried as 1 watched the
angle between me and the airfield reduce rapidly
towards zero. \\Iriggling to port or starboard did
not help.
Choosing a field which looked grasscovered, I made a landing which hall enough drift
in it to be termed an arrival. The grass was in fact
full grown clover, and here 1 sat and thought about
tlus, my fi·rst landing in a strange field. I felt lonely,
shaken and a little miserable as I watched Steve
flyover downwind. Thinking back it occurs to me
that Steve was riding a cold front, and my excessive
• down' was probably coming from the cll-nim,
so that in flying upwind 1 was. getting the worst of it.
The third occasion occurred in the ' Gull IV'
on the 26th July, 1049.
Conditions looked very
favourable: a light westerly with 3/8 cumulus
cloud cover at about 4,000 feet. My first launch
was spoiled by a cable break, but the second attempt
at 12.36 hours gave me sufficient height to try a
circle or two .at the top of the launch away from
the ridg.e. The themlal J had hoped for was not
there, and before long 1 was lloing a 'goldfish
in the bowl' act along the ridge. After 50 minutes
of this, during which my maximum height was 800
feet I decided that if this was the total result of my
concentrated effort, then someone else (;ould try.
On U'w approach towards the lynches at 250 feet
with a hatld on the air spoilers lever, I felt lift, and
after a quick look out tried a gentle tum, using
hcess speed to increase height.
The first circle
showed a gain, so did the second, and so it went
on. Subsequent inspection of the barograph chart
showed a climb at two feet per second to 1.100 feet,
a descent to 80G feet a climb at four feet per second
to 2,600 feet; a return to 2,200 feet, then a steady
four feet per second to 4,400 feet. This last' ladder'
made up my mind for me, and course was set downwind by cloud shadow to 130 degrees. with a hope
that the ' snakes' would be little ones.
By now 1 was over Luton Airport, and as I circled
I remembered the many times when I had sat in
my office below and suffered the sight of a sailplane
meandering across the sky.
There had been the
• Minimoa, a • VVeihe,'
• Krajanek,' a ' Viking'
and an 'Olympia' fmm Cambridge that just made
50 km. with 400 yards to spare. Cloudbase was now
close above, and still climbing I switched on the
turn-and-bank. This was to be my first attempt
at flying in cloud.
On entering I reduced bank
instinctively and asked myself how one used a turnand-bank indicator. Hearing no answer, I contented
myself with keeping the A.S.1. readIng constant
and the black ball central. A glance at the turn
needle showed zero; then the light dawned in'
two ways: I ·flew out @f my first cloud. From
then on I alternated between circling and straight

,flight on cam·se 1:30 degrees just below cloud base.
Steve's tips on thermal flying given in his lecture
were tried out and seemed most effective. An
interesting point which revealed itself here, and was
substantiated later, was the difficulty 1 experienced
in co-ordinating mentally whUe flying, the relationship
between the A.S.1., the rate-of-turn needle and the
slip indicator.
I had the feeling, that 1 had
experienced during my ab-initio training when
co-ordination between the elevator, the ailerons and
the rudder was dlfficlIlt. Using two controls correctly
at that stage came fairly quickly, but the inh'oduction
of the third' contwl was liable to bring compl'ete
confusion. The same applied to me when I attempted
to obey three instruments. prank Foster's subsequent
lecture assisted me a great deal in explaining the way
in which the three instruments should be used.
However, let us get back to the fligl~t. To the
south I saw the reservoir near Chingford and further
away the smear that was the Thames. A little later
to the east the coast appeared and Southend sprang
to my mind. Only at this stage did I wish for a map
to show me if Southend lay north or south. Ahead
lay a broad indentation in the coast with a town,
which I later identified as MaIden,· inland. To the
south lay a large coastal town with an airfield and a
pier. Southend ,it must be. Now I was steadily
losing height, and for the first tin,e I went off course
to look for Iiit. Ar~ aemdrome to the nOJfth seemed
the best bet, and the sight of a lone tractor with
driver proved decisive. If I,ift was not there, then at
least there was SOIueone to direct me to the nearest
phone.
However the lift was' at home.' and took
me. up from 2,500 feet back to the cloud base. With
4,500 feet I tl1med sOtlth towards Southend which
now lay about 15 miles away.
Devil • Doubt' now began to worry me: I
felt certain that there must be a: snag somewhere;
p.robably the barograph was not ,inking, and I
t"emembered that the ink had dried in one during
the recent hot weather. \iVhat about the five
hours duration? Did J need a barograph record
for that? How much longer did ] need to Hy?
At what time was I launched?
\iVas the watch
still going; its tick was not audible above the outside
soft whistle. If it was right then by 17.1,5 my five
hours' would be completed. I~..ter another half an
hour was added for luck, and it was just as well.
The last two hours were spent around Southend,
practisi.ng doud flying, and 1 made my highest
yet climb to 5.,500 feet above Dunstable level.
Over Southend the 'lift seemecil poor, but I was tired
and very thirsty; so after a high speed circuit
a return was made to earth with the welcomed
hospitality of the Southend Flying Club.
Indeed,
a most enjoyable finish to a Hight of five hours and
nine minutes which, with such a fine aircraft in
such good cond'itions may well be called a ' gentleman's Fide."

Editor's Note: Lest we confuse our readers, we
should stress that only two legs for a Silver' C '
can be claimed for anyone flight. Dodd's barograph
had in fact been working, and he made another
flight of five hours at a later date to complete the
requirements of his Silver' c.'
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Ridge Wind, Thermals and Standing Wave
all in the same day
Sa:ilpIane-' Minimoa.'
Pilot-O.

J~.

Simpson.

Site-H,Q., RA.F.O., G:C., Scharfoldenforf.
Wind-N.E.
7 a.m. on the morning of Jan. 18th last year a
A T north·east
wind of 8-10
produced perfect
m):;

examples of standing wave lenticula,r roll clouds,
extending the entire length of our twelve mile ridge,
and successive clouds down wind at about seven mile
intervah denoted that we had a ' real McCoy' Qf
standing waves. The visibility was perfect and
although the temperatul'e was way below zew the
sun was shining and there was no other clouds in the
sky. Unfortunately it was 10.:30 a.m. before I was
launched in our red ' Minimoa,' the main difficulty
being to keep the winch warm enough to launch (if
,left switched off for a few minutes it Iw.d to be run
for fifteen before wannenough againj. By now the
roll clouds llad begun to disperse-but nothing
daunted r pressed oft down the east side of our
ri(lge, armed with Gold le' height sized barogr-aph.
Even a 8-H) m/s wind pw<lucelL ridge lift of only
+ I m/s at 50 metl'es (which was the height r arrived
on the ridge proper with . . . and this only up to
200 metres) . . . which IDoked like very stable conditions, ancl certainty not liable to produce thennuls.
AHel- gaining a couple of hundred metres 1 flew
up-wind over the valley to contact the wave, but
even by flying at 40 km.p.h. I got nothing better than
zero, which after ten minutes l:hanged to extreme
tmbulence ami 4- m!s sink!' H appears that olle has
to get out on the field at the nuck of dawll to catch
standing waves off our east ridge! I So, rather
disappointed we flew ratber rapidly back to the ridge,
where I cruised up and down till about 12 noon ...
when I noticed a barn-cum-house catch fire in the
east valley. As the pall of smoke reached my level
1 flew straight into it on tile odd chance of getting a
bit of lift-I tlew straight into +3~· m/s.! Putting
tIle' Mini' right on her side I managed to stay in tllis
very narrow thermal lip to 500 metres-where
flying anywhere in the vicinity of the smoke only
produced zero. On the way up I had quite a job to
keep the speed constant, as this artificial' thermal'
was very gusty indeed. About now the sky was

8-10

m/so

beginning to fill with fair-weather CII" which seemed
to be forming in streets oft a coal mine u few miles
up-wind. On returning to the windward side of tbe
ridge I lost three hundred metres in the downdraught,
but immediately made for the smoke again, where I
was joined by the CF.I. (Fit/Lt. Osland) in a
, Kranich ' and Cpl. ' Andy , Gough in a' Weihe',' All
three sailplanes circled madly in the smoke, which was
rather nerve-racking for me to see every now and
then through the smoke u ' Kranich ' or Vleihe ' taU
flashing across my bows! 1 his time we reached 700
metres, underneath a very vicious-looking boiling
black cumulus cloud, which I judged to be about 50
lIletrei; above me. As by now the pitot head and
venturi wel-e completely iced up, and frost was
forming inside the cockpit on the perspex, I didn't
enter it, but flew up-wind under a cloud street for
several miles ... with an airspeed of 80 J;;m.p.h. W'e
were getting zero all the way, wJlich indicated a good
Silver' C' cross-country day (unfortunately we had no
pilots available that day to take advantage
of it).
All the rest of that day thermuls were vel'y plentiful
off all the villages in the valley, and at 3 r.m. cloud
base Ii'fted to about 1000 metres. From this time on
the thennals began to weaken to +2 111/S. and
fina'lly died out about 4 p.m. The main trouble was
that throughout the day one had to stay below 700
metres, as the icing risk was very great-but for
January the thermal conditions' were exceptional,
and althougb I took off too late to contact any useful
wave lift, an excellent day's thermal soaring was
some compensation. The burning barn was eventualIy
pnt out by the local fire brigades, bllt while it lasted
provided a good chance to indUlge in some blind
flying-if one didll't mind half choking to death in
the smoke! One can imagine the barn's owner
shaking his fist at liS soaring madly in the smoke
while his beloved barn burnt to the ground . . .
perhaps it wouldn't be policy to write and! thank
him .. .?
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LOVELINESS FROM THE AIR

Chllrch Stretlon from S. E. end of the L01/g 1l1Jmd, site of Midland Gliding Cll/b, Shropshire.
(' T.21 . al 2,300 fl.).

ISl

A UG UST 19.51

The HOll1e-Constructed 'Finibee'
By JOHN BRITTEN

Good front view of the

'FIN1BEE'

'BN~IF

T HEwasBritten.Norman
designed .by Desmond

'-the 'Finibee'
Norman and the

writer with several ends ili\ view.
We wished to design and build an aircraft that
would cost us the minimum in terms of money,
labour and materials. Secondly, we wished to prove
that an ultra light aircraft need Hot rely on a
relatively gigantic wing area in order to get off the
ground, for many ultra ligbt types are rand-bound
for a large proportion of their l1seiul lives simply
because of too many over 20 m.p.h. winds. Also a
smaller wing means a shorter fuselage and hence
considerably less to build.
We soon arrived at our specification. This called
for a minimum sized aeroplane with a straight-across
Wing, reasonable engine power, in order to make IIp
for the increased wing loading, and llsing the simplest
forms of fittings and constmction. Inherent stability
and safety were further essentials.

EXPERIEN·CE GAINING VENTURE
Final decisions on layout and general design were
taken some two years ago and hom that date the
fun stal·ted, for it must be admitted that the whole
project was treated from the beginning as an experience
gainiFlg ·venture that might or might not lead to a
successful aircraft.
However, we were sure that at least if we could
bniJd it there was no doubt that others could do
likewise, as we had no special tools or equipment and
were unable even to achieve ·electric power. Ours is

definitely an aircraft built right from scratch.
From a design point of view it might be thought
that an ultra light aircraft of an elementary natlll'e
is a simple problem. However, there is scant applicable aerodynamic data available, and in eertain
components such as propelIors it is essential to obtain
the last per cent of efficiency in order to obtain a
workable aircraft. \~Teight saving is of paramount
importance and the designer soon finds himself in
deep water.
Nevertheless it must be admitted that the' BN-iF'
turned out to be a fairly sh-aight-forward proposition
and a single .carpenter was able to build the prototype
in under seven months.

THE FlRST TESTS
This made its first tests last August but we soon
found that we we·re wrong in o~lr estimations in
Several respects. Both the engine and the undercarriage were unre'liable and overweight for their
performance and the rudder proved undersized. It
was a case of ' back to the drawing board.'
We fitted a 55 b.h.p. LycOJlling engine and a
completely redesigned undercarriage. The fuselage
was also rebuilt and a larger rudder added, the
cockpit slightly enlarged and improved fuselage
lines incorpo.rated.
The first proper flight trials with the redesigned
aircraft started at the end of May and We Sklon found
that at last We were on the right track. It is now a
matter 01 modifying and changing until we can finally
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be satisfied that we have got the most out of the
layout.
Then, perhaps, other people may care to build
• production' machines, to what should then be an
approved design. For ultra light aircraft at'e most
certa.inly one answer to the ny fOi' cheaper flying
and the building of them is a sport in its own right.

J.B.
CONSTRUCTION
In the layout of the' Finibee,' the designers chose
a parasol,type wing fOf good lateral stabiHty without
the complication of dihedral, a tail unit of .generous
area to cope with any ]Ijkely e.G, posit10ns. 'Wing

D~sign

03'"

o fME N S 'ION S.-

Span, 23 Cl.: length,
16 Cl. 7 ins.; wing
area. 80 sq. Cr.
WEIGHTS
(esti,
mated). - E m ply.
408 lb. ; gross, 630 lb.
PERFoRM~Nr;E

(estimated). - Max,
speed, 84 m.p.h. :
cruising speed, 7~
m.p.'h.; sCT\!ice ctH-

ing, I 2 ,000 € t. :
range in still air, 200
miles;

21 hrs.

.endurance.

.....
J:
...
•
&

I

loading was kept relatively high (for all ultra light
airnaft) to ease handling in gusts and strong winds:
and to ellSllfe keeping within the A.R.B. ultra light
requirements for a stalling speed of not mOl'e than
40 m.p.h., ,flaps were includNl in the design.
Originally, the aircraft was designed around the
36 b.h.p. J.A.P. engine as beingthe Only proven type
available in any q.uantity. The airirame was sh'cssed,
however, for a power plant of lip to 75 b.h.p., and a
5.5 b.lLp. Lycoming flat-four has since been installed.
To avoid the normal drawback of parasol wings in
restricting visibility, the cockpit of the' B. T.I F ' was
positioned well behind the wing. Vision during turns
is, the,refore, good. A paralle.l-chord Wing was
selected both for good stalling chanl:eteristics and,
with its standard ribs, ease of construction. For the
same reasons, the NACA 23018 aerofoil section, with
its 18 per cent. thickness/chord ratio, was chosen.
Its thickness enables plank spars to be used, and
gives a shallow cl1fvature for the p1ly-covered leading
edge.
From the drag point of view, the extra thickness
was considered to be negligible. A span of 23 ft.,
and an aspect.ratio of f>.4, provided a compromise
between safe handling and mil1imllm size.
The wing is strut-braced and has spars at 15 per
cent. and 17 per cent. of the chol'!'l. Although
plywood-covered, the nose, forward of the~ ·inch

spruce plank spar, is not considered as a torsion box,
but it nevertheless carries a large proportion of the
wing loads. Every third rib bay is ply-covered to
form drag boxes between front and rear spars, thus
obviating any internal diagonal bracing.
In effect, the wing is 'self-Jigging.'
The method
of construction, which ensures precision, is for the
halves of front and rear spars to be joined together
by fishplates at the centre and, after the aileron spar
has been placed into position, the ribs, complete
with leading- and trailing-edge members, are slid on
to the spars and glued into place.
The ply leading edge is then attached. except for
the bays opposite strut pick-up points. together with
the skin for the drag boxes. Th.e portion of the wing
behind the rear spar-consisting of the aileron spar,
ribs and tl'ailing-edge member-·-is sawn off, the
pieces between the rear spar and the aileron span are
cut away, and ply torsion boxes are built on to the
flap and aileron spars. '''ling tips are square ClI t, and
Obechi blocks me used where any complex curves
are req lIirecl.
All hinges, throughout the aircraft, are simple lJ
members, mounted on wooden blocks. AilerOtlS are
cable-operated, with no differential, and are COllnected via a bell-crank in the centre section. The
flaps are also cable-operated, with a rubber bungee
return.
Tl,e wing is attached to the fuselage by six pylon
struts and four main-lift struts of drawn 20 s.w.g.
'[45 tubes, with slightly f1'attened enlls. All fuselage
pick-up fittings are similar triangular plates., attached
to two fuselage main frames.

FUSELAGE STRUCTURE
Construction of the luselage, which is slab,sided, is
conventional, and ply is used for covering. The
decking of the rear fuselage is built up of formers
and stringers, witl\ a fabric covering. To the rear of
the two main fmmes. is the oockpit, whkh has a
readily removable plywood seat for control adjustments.
The cockpit has an internal skill, and is !leatly
upholstered with red Rexine. Onl,y a lap.strap is
fitted as the' BN·IF' is in the normal category.
On the port wall of the cockpit is the throttle, while
on the other side is a flap lever in a standard 'Tiger
Moth' slot fitting. A tail trim lever below the
throttle applies a spring bias to the elevator.
Basic flying instruments al'e mounted in a readily
removable shock-mounted panel. The neat finish of
the cockpit is completed by the control column,
wllich has the luxury of Chromium-plating. Harmonium.type rudder pedals are fittecl and are mounted
on the cross··beam of tile undercarriage bay. All
controls are cable-operated.
Originally. the undercarriage of the 'BN-IF'
comprised two cantilever legs with iJiternal hungee
springing, but this was redesigned aUer early trials.
It is now an externally braced type, with H1bber-cord
shock-absorbers, similar in appearance to the welltried undercarriage of the' Piper Cub.' It has an
airborne vertical velocity absorption of about 8.5
ft. per sec.
In front of the cockpit is a shaped aluminium fuel
tank with a capacity of eight Imperial gallons and
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gravity-fed to the engine. The firewall is of 26 s.w.g.
stainless steel sheet, backed with ~·-in. asbestos.
The prototype' Finibee' first appeared with a 36
n.n.p. J .A.P. engine, but this has since been replaced
by a 55 b.h.p. Lycoming flat-four engine. The new
CoventI·y Victor engine of 50 b.h.p. niay pl"O\le
another suitable power plant.
From the four fuselage longerons, the engine
mounting is carried from flat plate fittings. The
mounting is of welded steel ~.in. 11 'S.w.g. tube, with
rubber vibration dampers. Engine cowlings are 22
s.w.g. aluminium, with quick-release fasteners.
At the real' of the fuselage the fin is an integral
structure and has a substantial kingpost for pilot
protection in the event of the aircraft turning over.
Together with the rudder, which was increased in
chord by 5 ins. after preliminary tests had shown it
to be too light, the fin has conventional fabric
covering. All tail surfaces are of flat symmetrical
section.
The tailplane is mounted on two mild steel fittings
bolted to the top longerons and picking up the front
and rear spar. A small shut braces the rear spar.
The tailplane leading-edge is formed from 26 s.w.g.
Du,ralumin sheet, and is then screwed on to the
front spar.
Cushioning for the tailskid is provided by a rubber
block, and the kingpost is strengthened by substantial
metal fittings, attaching it to the two bottom
10ngerons.
The ! Finibee' would seem to go a long way
towards fulfilling the requirements of a cheap ami
easily produced aeroplane 'having very low flying
costs.. Following the successful flight trials of the
prototype ' G-ALZE,' it is hoped to market a kit
of parts for the aircraft; this will be in three sections,
tal! unit, fuselage and wings, which may be purchased
together or separate1}r. It is proposed to offer an

inspection organization for amateur construction
which would be an inclusive part of the scheme for
a small' fee.
The tail unit kit will include the spruce, plywood,
glue and all necessary metal fittings, hinge pins, etc.,
required ior the tailplane, elevator, fin and rudder.
It also includes the complete set of dFawings and
i!1>;tructions for construction.
Besides all the necessary materials and fittings, the
fuselage kit includes the undercarriage, and a semjfabricated fuselage which obviates the need for any
jigs. The final kit contains parts and materials for
the wings and struts.
Total costs, excl'usive of engine, are expectfld h),
its sponsors to be in the region of £I n, which includes
an inspection service. Four amateur constructors
could complete the aircraft in, roughly, 14 weeks,
working in a dry and warm room up to 2,') ft. in
length. Alternatively, the complete aircraft may be
offered for sale, with the Lycoming en.gine, (or £485.

The first International Meeting of Gern1an Sporting Aviation
CA Suggestion of the '.Aero')

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE OF
ALPINE SOARING, 1951, IN MUNICH
YEAR of laborious preparations has elapsed
since the periodical' Aero,' shortly after it had
been founded, began to make a point of the exchange
of all the rich experience in Alpine soaring flight
gained by German SGientists and gl'ider pilots with
the experts of other countries for the benefit of all
people who are interested in this special field.

A

KEEN RESPONSE
The suggestion of the ' Aero' found an equally
keen response with the Committee of the Bavarian
Flying Club of MuniCh, as it did with our foreign
friends who reached out their hands for peaceful
co-operation even during the' time of prohibition.'
During the days when the German Aero Club was
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founded on the vVasserk:uppe, the idea of the' Ael-o '
ripened into a decided scheme with the editor of the
periodical, Hubert Zuerl, Georg Kantz, and the first
soaring pilot who entered the stratosphere, Erich
Kl6ckner. It has now materialized as the first international event in the German aviation world, showing
the spirit of co-operation which unites nations and
which we German aviators wish to cultivate.
S,ERIES OF LECTURES,
The conference took place fmnt June 29th till
July 1st, and consisted of a series of lectures held in
the university buildings. Under the protectorate of
the Bavarian Minister of Justice, Dr. J osef MUlier
and with v"olf Hirth as president, the meeting was
given an official character by a reception of the
participants by the heads of the local administration.
There were several lectures on Saturday, J line 30th,
intrOduced with all exeelIent speech by Fritz Stamer,
the Central Secretary. He said that the urge in man
to lift himself out of the dreary every-day life up to
the airy heights was the most profound expression
of our search for the sublime and beautiful, and that
for this reason he considered Alpine soaring as a
branch of our sport the development of which should
be at our Jlearts.
The technical lectures were opened by Dr. Fritz
H6hndorl with a taik on thermal lift in the mountains,
followed bv Dr. Fritz Rossmann, another former
nlember ot'the D.F.S. (Gennan Research Institute
for Soaring Flight) with his discourse on the
dynamics of the High F6hn vVave. Dr. Rossmann
also took charge of the scientific part of the conference w,ith great efficiency.

WORLD DISTANCE RECORD POSSIBLE
IN EUROPE
The unexpected possibilities of the Fohn were then
revealed by R. :Maletzke who astonished the audience
with his thrilling exposition of the general weather
conditions for advanced soaring on the north-side of
the Alps. He stated that this was a possibility for
us in \"Iestern Europe to break the worlel distance
record now held by Russia. The special advantage
of these general weather conditions is that they can
be forecast several days in advance.
The programme of the afternoon was introduced
with a report on F6hn-soaring near Innsbruck by
the Xestol- of Austrian g.Iiding, Dr. Siegfried
Homenleitner who is over 60 years of age and
certainly one of the oldest active soaring pilots.
Gny Marchand, the French holder of a world record,
told the meeting about the grand possibilities of the
Mistral in Southem France. The first glider pilot
who climbed into the stratosphere, Erich Kl6ckner,
also' holder of an unofficial world recorcl until
recently, threw a clear picture of the practical
aspects of the F6hn·wave from his own experience.
His talk was supplemented by l\'lrs. Vieweg-Pielsticker's excellent lecture, supported by colouiphotographs of unique beauty and a quick-motion
film. Especially the impressive colour photographs
of the standing wave of the Cordillere de la Guaderarna
met with a very good reception.

Our Spanish friend, Colonel OJi,vares (Madrid), was
prevented attending the nleetillg as well as Dr.
Joachim KUttner (U.S.A.), who sent a most interesting report on wave soaring in California to be
read out.
The social evening in the Hackerkeller became a
powerful demonstration of international co-operation
and understanding. The audience thanked the
Borollgh Education Officer, Br. F-ingerle, with
enthusiastic applause for his kind wordS referring to
the connexion of the local administration with the
flying sport and expressing the wish for an even
closer co-operation in the future.
GERMANS TO BE HELPED
The representative of the Bavarian IVIinistry of
Transport gave the assurance that the authoritieshad no intention to choke German aviation, now
struggling upwards, by an excess of red tape. Guessing
the thoughts of every upright flying man, Guy
:iHarchancl in his stI-aightforward way said that it
was time to forget what lies behind us and strive
together at a common aim. Guy Marchand's words
were underl-ined by the' Minister of Justice, Dr.
Josef Muller, the former chairman of the Munich
Light Ai!"eraft Association, who welcomed this first
step towards international co-operation and said ; . I could not talk in any different way before a
meeting of French -pilots.' Much applause thanked
this old flying man for his assurance to continue
doing everything in his power to support aviation.
The audience in the crowded hall was already in
best spirits when vVolf Hirth, . ex cathedra ' and as
an • official struggling with a chaos of forms and
letters,' greeted the meeting and started chattering
about the • Moazagotl,' the first wave cloud
discovered by him. \\'olf Hirth, the president of the
,German Aero Club, gave special thoughts to the
first foreigner who ventured to use his influence in
word and print to advocate the permission of gliding
in Germany, our esteemed friend, Dr. vValter Domus,
chief editor of the ' Swiss Aero-Review,' as we'll as
Guy Marchand and Dr. Slater who stood by their
German friends in true Olynlpic spilit throughout
the' time of prohibition,' although their countrymen
did not always agree with them in the beginning.
The third course of lectures 01 Sunday, 1st july,
was introduced by Dr. Erich Keil with his survey
of 25 years' Alpine soaring and a most interesting
account of his crossing of the Central Alps. Then
Alois Hasenknopf talked about Kufstein and the
soaring in the' Bavarian \Vind,' so that some of us
were reminded of the davs when our Austrian friends
gave us a chance to fly 011 the other side of the
turn-pikes.
The additiona'l requirements which Alpine soaring
demands of the pilots were the subject of a very
instructi,ve report by Pt"of. Hermann Brocksch
(Innsbruck). Mr. Aschbrenner made a few suggestions
about wireless equipment for sa.ilplanes.
Concluding talk was by Georg Kantz on the
practical points of contact between Alpine soaring
and Alpinism.
The hour of farewe'll arcived but too soon. Old
and new friends parted, knowing that they had done
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useful work and collected valuable material for
further efforts. The Bavarian Aviation Club 01
Munich as well as the' Aero ' are very pleased with
the highest praise they could lfeap: 'Wolf Hirth's
verdict~' vVeH done! '

FRIENDS PREVENTED FROM ATTENDING
Unfortunately the date of the conference had to
be altered several times, still leaving mther a short
time for preparations. So it happened that many of
our friends from Spain, Switzerland, France, Jugoslavia and especially our Italian friend Vico Rosaspina
were prevented from coming. The accounts of Alpine
soaring experiments in the Dolomites would have
supplied valuable material for the discussions.
'Ve wish to thank the Central Secretary of tl~e
Swiss Aero Club, Adolf Gehringer, again for the
magnificient colour-film of Samedan which was
received with g.eat enthusiasm in the absence of our
SwicSs friends.
The International Conference of Alpine Soaring
will become an annual event in the gliding world.
This is what the' Aero ' had in mind from the very
beginning. It is to be hoped that next year all
Munich tliding men win offer thei.r kind hospitality
in a spirit of fair sportsmanship.
P.S.-It may be of interest to our readers that the
Ba"'arian Aviation Club of Munich will take oyer the
complete publication in order to give this meeting
a lasting value. Inquiries to : AERo·VERLAG., HUBERT ZUERL,

MiiNCHEN
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A Visit to Madrid

· HEN I was in Huesca a couple of years ag0,
W
the Commandant of the Gliding School of
Monflorite told me I should find more gliding ill
Madrid; but I wasted the greater part of my Easter
week trying to track it down through the proper
channels.' By pure chance and great good fortune
we were able to short circuit the approach, thanks
to spotting the' C ' badge in the lapel of a young
man in a furniture shop. So my last day found me
taking the road to Valencia and turnil,g off a mere
15 kilometres out of the City along a stony cart
track towards a low hill. This is the Cerm del
Telegrafo and the Chief Instructor proved to be an
old friend, Lieutenant N\lfiez. \¥e were welcomed
with open arms and in a few minutes were comfortably
settled round a couple of bottles of Tio Pepe and a
large plate of sandwiches. One by one the other
instructors came in from their classes and J was
able to take Dotes.
The school has room for 18 to' 60 pupils. There
is a large dormitory alongside the hangar on the other
side of the field, and most excellent catering arrangements. The course lasts a month-and-a-haU. This is
only intended to cover the' A ' and the' B,' but if
j

the weather is kind there is also time to take tJlO
, C '~or they can return at a later date and spend
their summer holidays on further training. The site
is well chosen, for thermals can be caught off the
winch at 150 metres, good thermal's of fron, 1 to 2
metres per second. At 450 metres these inc:rease to
5 metres per second and at 600 metres- there is a
beautiful standing wa.ve in which Professor Nunez
has already climbed to 6,500 metres (where he had
to come out for lack of oxygen). Height is no
problem, in fact, for one call .elease at 300 metreS
and go right up to 3,000 in the same thermal.
Training is by primary, 'Grullau Baby' and
, Kranich,' and there is not oniy no shortage of
nlaclunes but a positive surplus. Never have I seen
so manyl Believe it or not, but they have 40
, Grunau lIB,' all, like the' Kranich,' made in Spain,
and of most excellent workmanship. There are also
3 ' '\'eihes' in which the instnIctors continue theilown training.
This is n0w mostly on triangular courses and
several machines go out at one time on set flights of
a lOO to a 120 kilometres. Spain is rather an awkward
country for distance Bights, though the~r have
several to their credit from Madrid; Nunez 265 km.,
Ramos 160 km., and Vicent 93 km. There are 8
Silver' Cs' aml'lng the professors-Nunez, Salinas,
Villamor, Ramos, Alonso, Bermudez de Castro,
Ananz and Vicent. So far there has only been ofle
girl pupil to reach the' C,' Cannen Gil Ochoa, now
married to Professor Merino, but several others are
coming along nicely.
While I was collecting this it formation Pwfesi'lor
Nunez was busy on the te'lephone, and he pleasecl
me tremendously by saying that he had arranged
that I should have a flight in the ' Kranich' that
afternoon, a great honour for me and one that I
nearly missed, for I had to dastl back to Madrid to
keep a luncheon date and only returned just as the
sun was setting. Too late for thermals but I had a
most interesting flight. Professor Bennudez proved
to be the pedect instructor-one who keeps his hano
off the stick from take-off to landing, gives the
absolute minimum of commands in the air and those
very clearly, and keeps his criticisms for after landing.
It was a jOy to fly in Spain again and tile clarity
of the language was delightful after the pseudo
R.A.F. patter that disfigures most English-speaking
flying fields. It would be grand to do a course there.
The Spaniards are charming people and make the
foreigner feel ~eally welcome.
In case any reader is going to Madrid during the
summer there is also a fine-weather school at SomosieHa, 90 km. north of Madrid on the right of the road
from Burgos. Here tlley have the most fantastic
place for slope soaring, for there is a ridge 40 km.
long of good land and very much more along the
rocky top of the Sierras. The sJope is 1,700 metre1
above sea-level and 600 metres above the level of
the plateau. I saw the district but. was unable to
visit it as the Sierras were still under snow; however,
I hope to go back the.,e again next year.
VERONICA PLATT.
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THE

, HORTEN-PARABOLA
By DR. REIMAR HORTEN, ARGENTINE

HE main trend in the develofJ.l11ent of sailplanes
T
points towards a better ghdmg angle and a
higher speed at which this IJest glide is achieved.
Improvements. in performance have been made along
these line. by increasing the span and hence the
aspe.ct-ratio a'ml by raising the wing loading. This
!Ievelopment is particularly favourable for crossCOltlltry work and goal flights. Especially where
goal flights in an upwind direction are conoerned,
the speed at which the best glide is performed is an
important factor, apart from the gliding angle itself.
However, 1 can see a side· track in the development
of sailplanes. It is the design of an aircraft for
altitude flying only, without covering any distance,
so that gliding angle and speed range lose theIr
importance. The tasks that were usua¥ly set m the
RJlon Competitions allowed for this development,
because marks were given for height without distance
if the c1im\) exceeded 2,000 metres. This means that
there was a chance to score in the contest without
leaving the site, since it is quite possible to repeat
these altitude flights several tim.es on the same llay.
This type of aircraft should therefore be a'ble to
utilize the centres of lift areas as soon as thermals
begin to go up. In hilly districts, especially at the
beginning of thermal! activity, lift areas are narrow
and broken up. Consequently, the rnost important
requirement is manoeuvrability which ,cannot be
obtained with the uSllal great span of a sailplane.
On the other hand, it small span with the corresponding small wing ar~a entails a hi,gh wing loadi~g.
This causes a proportIOnal lllcrease of the turnlllg
radius, if the degree of bank and the .lift coefficient
remain the same. Between these two exh-emes
there is an optimum span with which the smallest
circle can be flown. Taking the weights involved
into account we find that this span is 40 feet.
Important factors for cross-country flying are the
gliding angle which depends on the aspect ra~1O ?f
the wing, and the speed at which thiS best ghde IS
obtained. In this case, however, these requirements
for cross-country work, i.e. penetration of downc\rauahts at a high speed, have been deliberately
neale~tecl. For this reason the shifting of the speed
polar owing to the small wing I~ading, is. acceptable,
and the resulting small tUl'lung radn are most
wekome. The aspect ratio is therefore much smaller
than usual. vYhen a sailplane is flown at its lowest
sinking speed the inlhrced drag forms a cOlnparatively
areat part of the total dmg, espeCially 111 the turns.
An economical' distribution of drag must therefOl-e
be a.chieved by the plan form of the wing and by
using wasl1-out. Extensive calculations show t~at a
parabolic variation of the depth of the. wmg With a
parabolic V-shape and the correspondmg wash-out

are the best solution for the tailless type. 'v\'e now
arrive at the following constmctional data:Aspect mtio, 4.3; empty weight, J 98 lbs.; wing
loacling, I Ib./sq. ft., allowing 175 Ibs. for the weight
of the pilot.
The designing of Ulis parabola-sailplane began in
1935, p,nd In Jf)37 it went into production. Unfortunately the aircraft could not take part in the Rhon
Competitions of 1938 for teclmical reasons~the
construction required 25,000 working hours. The
outbreak of the war and the accompanying
circunastances prevented the sailplane to be flown
and tested, although it had been completed by then.
\,\'hen the aircraft was built special ,care had to be
taken to keep the weight down. So an empty weight
of only 198 Ibs. was reached, the wing area being
360 sq. ft. Its shape demanded that the main. spar
had to be glued on c\ll'ved jigs, and the leading edge
on similar supports. The ply cover of the leading
edge varied between 1.0 and .6 mm. thickness. All
other members were of a similar lightness,
The control system was of the type as used with
the' Horten-[U,' with the addition that the outer
Raps split along the trailing edge and opened up on
every elevator or aileron movement and thus acted
as a rudder (increase o£ drag:. on one side). So the
flap wl)ich moved upwards was allt~)lnatIcally
opened up at a small angle in order to compensate
for the yawing effect of ai,leron movements. By
means of rudder-pedal[s any further splitting angle
could be superimposed (rudder effect). This automatic splitting did not aCCOl1\pany elevator movements, when both the outer flaps were moved
upwards. The inner flaps mainly acted as a depressed
elevator. The transmission of the forces to the
control surfaces, which were eqnipped with ballbearings, was by rods.
The undercarriage was similar to that of the
, Horten-U' and 'Horten-lIl' where the front
wheel was retractable.
The wing consisted of three parts. The structural
parts of the ,centre section (8 feet wide) were made
of steel tubing, the covenng of plywood and fabnc.
The outer wings were entirely built of wood.
Data :~Single·seater; Span, 40 ft.; vVing area,
3130 sq. ft.; Aspect ratio, 4.34; Empty weigh~, 198
Ibs.; Weight loaded, 375 Ibs.; Wing loadmg,. ~
lh./sq. ft.; Minimum sink, 2.5 ft./sec.; Ghdmg
angle, I in 19; Ca.lculated turning radius (as
described by the centre of gravity) 20 ft.

(Translation from' Thermih,' Feb., 1951, by
G. S. Neumann).
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A CONSIDERATION OF

By EGON' SCHEIBE, Munich
UITE a few people seem to agree that solo-

Q
it is

training with primaries is inefficient and that
tl1erefore necessary to employ better training
methods.
Above all it is the two-seater which deserves
special consideration here, because it 11its the
advantages of great safety and the possibility of
thorough tllitiOll. Especially in combination with
the high winch launch, dual training can be made a
very safe, thorough and cheap method.
Of course, tllere is the view that a two-seater is
usually too expensive and therefore only suitable
for a 'few groups. Now I think that the price of a
two.seater of practical design Ileed not exceed that
of a single-seater of a similar performance by more
than 20 to 30%. The first breakage of the corresponding single.seater ,in solo-training would already
make lip for this extra expense, and alter a longer
service the ad vantagesof the two-seater become
more and more obvious.
There is another aspect of the two-seater which
must not be overlooked. It makes passenger trips
possible. This is an advertiSement for gliding through
the experience of flying itself, and it also helps
financing the club.
Let us now consider the difference in expense fo,r
the two types of aircraft ,in detail. The fuselage of
the two-seater (tandem seating assumed), has to be
made about 2 feet 10Rger, and the structure al'Ound
the second . pilot becomes more complicated.
Additional costs arise with the second cockpit, the
dual-controls, the long.er cockpit-cover and perhaps
a few extra windows. The undercarriage (or wheel)
has to be made stronger to take the greater weigl~t.
The increase in wing. area is a question which
depends on the performance desired. U' p to now,
designers have preferred conSiderably larger wll1gs.
However, if we admit a higher flying speed for dua!
service, the wing area will not have to be increased
very much. HI to 20% should be sufficient. The
dimensions of the two-seater will then approach
those of the con-esponding single-seater, and there is
only about 20% additional weight arising from
fitting in the second cockpit ",nd strengthening certain
parts. Assuming the fuselage is aerodynamically
clean, we arrive at an aircraft which, flown solo, has
the properties 0] an orcliilary trainer or highpertonnance sailplane, and flies with 10 to 15%
gl'eater speed and sink when used as et two-seater.
The costs of materials and labour for such a design
of a two-seater should not exceed those for the
corresponding Single-seater by more than 25%.
The main problem of the two.seater is the arrangement of the second cockpit. The second pilot should

sit ill the centre of gravity or at least very close to it,
i.e. exactly in the place where normally fuselage
and wings are joined together. The second pilot
should have a good view, be able to get in and ont
comfortably, and be as near as possible to the first
pilot whiell is impol-tant for training.
Designers have tried to solve this difficult problem
in various ways. The high-Wing and shoulder-wing
arrangement mal;:es it difficult for the' second man'
to get in, and it most cases block his overhead view
(e.g. Milan, Mii-15).
With a mid-wing aircraft (Kranich), where the
second pilot sits behind tlte main spar the visibility
is rather limited by the wings. If we draw the wingtips forward, the centre of gravity and thus the
'second man j can be placed in f["(JIlt of the main
spar, and most conditions are fulfilled.
Some
prohlems arise here witl) respect to stability (movements in the yawing plane in a stalled attitUde). and
the structure of a wing with a pronounced V-shape
bec01l1les more complicated.
Side-by-side seating as used with the' Goeviel" • is
of course the most comfortable for the crew. 'fhe
easy Communication between instructor and pupil is
of great advantage, especially in baining. This,
however, necessitates a wi.dth of almost 4 feet for the
fuselage which means more drag and lower perfo~·m·
ance. The side-by-side arrangement is therefore not
suitable for the high-performance two-seater. With
this type of seating the second man sits In front of
the centre of gravity and for solo-flying, ballast will
have to be used. \V. Hiitter who built an experimental design during the war evaded this disadvantage. He obtained the right trim by moving the
wing-tips fore and aft.
The two-seaters of the past, show that there are
various possibilities. Taken as a whole, however, the

Want to Fly Cheaply?
Then you should investigate U.LA.A.
Group-operated home or ,factory "Dilt 1I1Ira Iigbt
aircraft oiler 01.41 yery cheape.t lonn of nonauhaidiled I>riYatenylng. Thi. la wbat V.L ....A.
la aponaor:Ur.g,· aO ,.,by not bd out more uout
tbia rapidly expancling nalional organisation?

Full dllails on request!rom: HON. tEOlIllARY,

ULTRA LIGHT A'IReRAFT ASSOCIATION
ROYAL AE. CLUB AVIATION CENTRE
LONDONDERRY HOUSE, PARK LANE, W.1
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pwblem of the two-seater has not been tackled as
thoroughly as that of the single-seater. It is certain
that the numerous designers who may deal with this
question will still be able to i!TIprove on the known
types where expense and shape are concerned.

MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB
A WEEK OF HIGH A()TIVITY

" ,'E are pleased to report the outstanding success
W
of the camp held between June 30th and July
8th at the Long Mynd.
A full complement of campers attended, most of
them visitors to the site. \iVe also had a party from
the College of Aeronautics, Cranfield, with an
, Olympia' and 'Grunau IIb' making about 20
people in all.
The weather during the camp was exceptional,
there being a west wind or good thermal conditions
on all 9 days. It is not surprising therefore that the
fOIIowing flying achievements were made:
2 Silver' Cs' completed; John Horrell and ~like
Ramsden.
Legs for Silver' Cs' included:
3 Heights.
8 Durations.
1 Distance.
1 Gold' C' Height (subject to confirmation), plus
3 cross countries· amounting to 206 miles.
266 HOURS FLOWN FROM 367 LAUNOHES
On Tuesday, :3rd July, Alan Yates of the College
of Aeronautic's contacted a standing wave Ilear the
site and by working along it towards Shrewsbury
attained a height of 11,100 A.S.L., thus gaining
Gold' C ' height.
Several other pilots reached heights up to 7,500
A.S.L. on this day including John Hon-ell, the Camp
C.F.!., who after 23 years of gliding and presumably
waiting converted his height into a 32 miles distance
by landing at Wolverhampton airport.
During the period under review the first task
flying match was arranged from the Mynd on July Jst.
This was between Alan Yates and David Ince, both
flying 'Olympias.' The task was Lulsgate B6ttom
(BristOl G.C.), out and return (164 miles). Both
pilots landed short of their goal. Ince at Chipping
Sodb ury, 70 miles, and Yates Abergavenny, 50 miles.
The weather apparently deteriorated in the Bristol
area. David lnce reports no difficulty in main·
taining about :30 m.p.h. flying cross-wind.
R.A.F. Bridgnorth are now flying at the Mynd,
they have a ' T -21 ' for training and a ' Prefect'
will be following shortly.
NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP CONTESTS.-I;onl. from p. 170
hands of the A.T.C. When the marks came to be
added up it appeared that if Jock Forbes could prove
from his photograph that he had in fact reached
Flamtm-ough earlier in the week he could win about
4 points (877), as ' Steve ' only had 873. As we gOl
to Press this isslle has not yet been decided. \!Velch
is third with 804 points, Wllls fourth with 800, Foster
next 770 and then Ince with 677. The team championship was won by the brothers Goodhart for the Royal
Navy.
A complete report of the Competition will appear
in our next issue.

Weather Inquiries
Trebled in Five Years
1946 the number of inquiries from the
SINCE
public about the weather have trebled, according
to ent.ies logged at the Meteo>ologieal Office forecast
section at Victory House, Kingsway, London, whUe
the 5,165 inquiries dealt with last month (June)
represent the greatest number received in anyone
month in the history of the Meteorological Office.
In 194(j there were 14,503 inquiries. Last year the
number had risen to 43,612. In the first six months
of this yeat" 25, liS inquiries were received and,
making allowance for the summer peak, it is estimated
that the figure will be over 50,000 for this year.
The daily peak period for inquiries at the forecast
office is generaHy around tea-time, and particulady
on a Friday when Londoners cansult the forecasters
on the ehances of a fine week-end in the country or
by the coast. Sometimes inquirers ask the forecaster
himselt to recommend a place 'likely to have the
finest weather, as was the case reeently when two
women asked: "We want to go and enjoy some
sunshine within easy reach of London; whereabouts
should we go ," They were advised that the East
coast would be the best choice on this occasion.
The sports enthusiast is another constant caller
and many people asked whether mackintoshes, or
light summer suits and frocks, should be wonl at
\iVimbledon this year.
The organisers of the
Toumament were also constantly in tOllch with this
office, which provided them with information on
which to plan programmes a short while ahead.
In addition, the office supplies special information
for builders and tradesmen whose occupation is
affected by the weather.
Also attracting great public interest - is the
Meteorological Office exhibit in the Dome of Discovery
at the South Bank Exhibition. Prominent in this
exhibit is a live forecasting unit, receiving continuous
teleprinter breadcasts, via the Centml Forecasting
Office at Dunstable, of weat/ler reports from Spits.
bergen to North Africa and from the Urals to Canada.
Festival visitors can watch the rapid callection and
dissemination of weather reports and they can also
see reports from a Weather Ship in the Alantic being
received in the Dome ten minutes after the observations are made. From these reports, which are
fully plotted on charts, are prepared, twice daily,
souvenir weather reports and forecasts which are
printed on the spot by H.M. Stationery Office and
sold to the public. During the first fortnight 21.,000
copies were sold. The average daily sale is 1,500.
Visitors show a keen interest in the preparation of
these charts and forecasts and a large number of
questions are put to the officials. lHany visitors
from home ana overseas ask for the ,latest weather in
their home town. A Philadelphian visitor was given
such information in two minutes, after officials had
consulted Dunstable on the direct telephone line.
(Photographs of the Meteorological Office exhibition
in the Dome of Discovery are available at the Air
Minisb'y for reproduction).
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BREVITIES

Air-Met Broadcasting Service
House of Commons-July 26th

NEW CLUB AT ABERDEEN

STEVENS (Portsmouth, Langstone, e.)
the usual abundance of worry <tnd
M R presented
a petition for the restoration pf the
WITHdifficulty
has come the formation of another
Air-met broadcasting service. The petition was
signed by probably the smallest nllnl.ber of petitioners
-eight only-of any petition presented to the
HOllse. They were learned rtnd expert societies
which found that the Air·met service was of immense
value, not only for the production of food but for
the preservation of life. (Cheers).
The petitioner,; were aware of the difficulhes of
congested wavebands, bllt they believed, speaking
with considerable knowledge. that by some rearrangement the introdllction immediately of a 100 per cent.
accurate weather forecast \"'1.S possible, and certainly
wOllld be possible with a system of freqllency
mod ulation.
The petition was signed by senior ofificers of the
Royal Meteorological Society, the Royal Agricultural
Society of England, the National Fanners' Union,
the Air League of the British Empil'e, the "British
Airline Pilots' Association, the British Gliding
Association, the Institute of Na\rigation, and the
Geographical Association.
The signatures mentioned above wel'e supported
by 2:31,000 members of whom 21,000· signed a
preliminary request for the restoration of the Air·met
;ervice since it ceased in March, 1950. These figllr<es
were givell by Sir Robert Watson· ',VaU, F.RS.,
President of the Royal Meteorological Society, in an
article in The Times of July 27th.

cluh in these Isles, that of the Aberdeen Gliding
Group.
Site"of the club is at Inverallachy Aerodrome, near
Frasenburgh, where gliding began three months ago.
The winter was spent by the members rebuilding
their only macbine, a 'Hols del' Teufel,' but a
, Carlet ' is @n the way.

PUBLIC SCHOOLS

A~T .C.

CAMPS

S

EVEN years ago, whell Sailplane suggested
landing strips in every village so that boys and
girls could learn to fly , Daglings ' in low hops, the
Editor was called a sanguinary visionary.
NolV the A.T.e., under Home Comlnand of the
RA.F. have adopted an Elliott built' SG-38' for
low hop instruction of Public School Cadets in school
playing fields. Too luuch book work and no flying
do not encourage would·be aviators, and after much
persistent work by Honw Command under S/L J. C.
Ward, the Air Ministry have approved the idea of
elementary gliding at the schools. Five camps are
to be lleld thiS year at which most Public Schools
will be represented, with the idea of familiarising
them with the' SG·38,' rechristened the' Eton 1'1 '
by ElIiotts.

On Service-for The Service
The T21 B, 2 seater
now In quantity
production for the
Resetve Command
Royal Air force as
well as for export to
foreign governments.
,Js

Slingsby Sailplanes Ltd., K.irbymoorside, Yorks.

I
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surpr,ised by a strong down draught and were forced
to land in the country.
Everybody in the club was mobilised to bring them
h0me-a job which took two hours and as a consequence, the thermal had disappeared when they
returned. Since then flights have been made by
other membel's of the Club.
The Zwaluw Club Overmere and the Aero Club
Ixellois have struggled along under severe financial
difficulties to continue gliding. Zwaluw having
become • possessed' of a new member who, in his
turn OWl'S a glider, has been able to indulge in much
more flying. In the Aero Cluh Ixellois a new group
of pupils are starting a training cOlII'se.
In spite of bad weather the Club has totaHed II
hours of flying wit};}, 150 winches and 11 towed
launches.

CANADA

William Liddell, who does so much for the Ulslcl' Club.

---

~--

---

- - - - - - - - - - - - - ------_.
NEWS FROM THE: CLUBS
AND LETTERS TO EDITOR

It is regretted that matter under these headings
has had to be held over until next Inonth.-Editor.

From recent information received from Canada
one learnH that 34 Aero Cluhs are affiilated to the
Royal Canadian Flying Clubs Association.
The
Clubs are ehiefly en,gaged in training and give young
people in the country an opportunity to practice
the sport of ~ying at a reasonable cost. The Clubs
organise meetings and competitions to enable young
people with restricted financial means to take part
in t1"lem and develop their competitive spirit. The
Clubs are busy in giving training for the Roy,t1
Canadian Air Fmce.
Gliding and Moclel enthusiasts all find their
opportnnities in the Clubs.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
F.A.I.
NEWS ITEMS OF PRIVATE AVIATION
BELGIUM
nowadays .one hears weB.founded comW HEN.
plalllts On all sides of the cost of aIrcraft, one
must applaud the initiative of two members of the
Aero Club of Hainault F. Rousseau and A. Descamps
who are building their own aeroplane the' Turbulent.'
This is the sort of activity which will save private
aviation and revive the sport of aviation which is
truly an individual sport.
The difficulties which face those who wish to build
their own aeroplanes are immense b~lt they are so
because, up to the present tim.e, there haH been no
general, concerted move in that direction; everyone
»cems to have been peflified by the gial'\t-regulations
hut, why should not the {egulations be changed?
As one will read further on, in England also, certa.in
private individuals are building an ultra light
aeroprane thel-e, why not elsewhere? Let us start
a revolution!
Gliding activities restarted on the 8th April by
the Cercle Raou1 Vilain XIU on the aerodrome at
Nivelles where tWO' Gnmau Babies' newly painted
by ~b. Edouard Pardonche and other members of
the dub were ready for launching. There was no
flying on the fil'st day but a week later Mr. Pardonche
and Adrien Van Eyle reached an altitude of 1,400
metres.
They climbed lip in the same thennal but while
they were keeping an eye on one another, they were

From. a recent report of the Civ'l Aeronautics
Administration oue might suppose that there are 110.
more private pi'lots in the United States. In 60,000
aircl-aft with valid certificates of airworthiness"
117,800 are used in one way or another for business
purposes while only 2,200 are used for pleasure.
35,000 are used for training, charter and survey
work while 1,000 belong to ranchers and fanners,
3,000 to State and Federal governments, 2,800 to
Oil Companies and 2,000 to ai..- transp01·t and survey
companies.

GREAT BRITAIN
Extracts from the speech by the Chairman at the
Annual General Meeting, 1951
The I~emsley Trust ha~ approved loans to eight
aeroplane clubs and to 16 gliding clubs. In addition,
the Trust has been instrumental in placing a contract
for the design and construction of a high. performance
two·seat sailplane, the cost of which is being shared
equally by the Trust and the Ministry of Supply.
In the field of ultra light aircraft, the development
of an airframe fitted with a new light engine has
been undertaken in collaboration with the Ultra
Light Ailuaft Association, and it is hoped tills will
fly this summer.
The Royal Aero Club is giving an Aviator's
Certificate free of charge to each Cadet who qualifies
under the Scholarship Scheme. Royal Aero Club
Official Obse,vers have been appointed at Service
Stations throughout the country and, as a result,
668 Certificates were issued in 1950 (compared with
821' in 1949.)
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The 100th Certificate was presented to CadetSergeant Alan Smith by Lord Ehabazon at a ceremony
in Londonderry House at which representatives of
various ministries and the Air League were present.
Although private flying activity was generally on
a reduced scale during 1950, there was still a
considerable rush to attend oversea.s rallies; Deauville
and La Baule topped the popularity list; in all,
some 600 Members and Associate Members joined
the rallies.
\Ve maintain chart coverage of thc whole world
where private aviation is permitted, with facilities
for marking routes if desired by Members, and a
Briefing Office}' is employed full time to give assistan'ce. Notices to Airmen from all over Ule world are
available at Londonderry House. About twelve
people use these facilities each day.
As another l-eSUIt 01 Royal Aero Club protests to
the Ministry of Civil Aviation, Pilot's R{T Licences
j'or the private owner without medical or technical
examinations have been introduced. There have
been two reductions in one year of C. of A. renewal
fces for private aircraft, after continued action by
the Club.
""Ve have recently obtailled a reduction in the
price of I.C.A.O. topographical lIl.aps, scale 1/500,000
to 4s. Od.
We are negQtiating for a reduction in himgerage
chal·ges and have many other matters under considerati all.
During April, HJ51, the Club granted the following
certificates :-Aviators, ,
74
, A'
83
Gliding:
, H'
36
, C'
18
" badge
t C'
Silver
7

HOLLAND
The soaring-centre Terlet. near Arnheim, of the
Royal Netherlands Aero Club wllI have very shortly
a new recreatiolll room and a dormitory for 24 pupils.
60 schoo'lhoys will be admitted to the free gliding
Coollrses, starting this vacation as a first grading for
future pilots.
Eng. R. Abelin from Malmo will be chiel-il1Stwctor
at Terlet during the Sllmmcr courses. Eng. R.
Abelin is one of the best known Swedish glider pilots.
The Royal Netherlands Aero Club has ordered 9
Slingsby • Prefect' single-seated gliding-trainers and

SWITZERLANrD
The Annual Report for 1950 of the Aero Clllb of
Switzer,land shows a drop in flying hom·s for engined
aircralt and gliders compared with 1949. A similar
drop is seen for several oth.er EUFOpean Aem Clubs.
This drop is by no means astonishing when one
thinks of the difficulties which face private flying in
all countries.
The Secretaries found that : 1. The difficult financial positlonoi States and
individuals; neither the one nor the oth~r haVing
sufficient money to purt:hase aircraft at present day
prices" nor, in the case of private persons, 'having
sufficient money to meet the added costs of petrol,
housing and landing fees and incidental expenses.
2. In each countey the taxes which have to be
met by the private individual have increased by
more than lOO% on those prior to the war.
3. The price of petrol and the state tax on petrol
has increased the cost of flying fQr pUots and for
the clubs.
.
4. Increases in the cost of maintenance and in the
cost of inspectio)lS 10r renewals, of airwortlliness
cel·titicates. These increases are due to increased
wages and cost of materials and spare parb.
5. There are also increased landing fees and
housing fees.
Th.ese facts make it dear that means must hc
!ound to lower the cost of the flying hour because
only this will ensnre that private flying will progress.
YUGOS~AVIA

The report of the Yugoslav Aeronautical Union
fO!: 1950 informs us that the Union has 64,000
members and 196 Aero Clubs; in 3Iddition, there are
85 schools. The total of aircraft and gliders -ris ;350.
8 centres have been created in the large cities of
Yugosla.via; they deal with training in all sections
of aviation.
9 National records were beaten and 30 silver and
6 g0ld gliding badges were won.

ROYAL A'ERO CLUB CE,RnFICATES

HAVE YOU A PROBLEM?
Whether you're an e;xpert
or a newcomer to gliding, if
you need advice or informati<m
give the Sailplane a ring, Our
information is the most up-to~
date and reliable in the world.
TEMPLE BAR 6451 handles
dozens of calls a month and
will help you if you have a
problem.

4 Slingsby 'Sed bergh' two-seated gliders to be
delivered shortly. A new glider designed and btlilt
in Holland, the' KN. V. v. 491 ' is nearly ready for
its first flight.
The Aero Club of Rotterdam which before the war
founded the National Flying School for private
pilots commemorated its 25th anniversary on
June 23rd.

(1lSued under d.I'ratlon if the B.G,A.)
CERTIFICATES' A' .. 101 (n204
UJII InclusiYe)

'0

''0"
.'

..

~UNE,

19a1

11
28

lilye.· C' '0
Gol.' C' 'B' CERTIFICATES

No.
SSOS

9397
10217
11797
11964
12107
12154
12178
12181
12233

Michacl Jeffries ..
David S. Doggcll
Ronald A. A. Gale
Peter G. Crosby
Sluarl B. AlIan ..
Heur)' O. G. Horue
James'l"homson
lain D. W. Dalgelly
Grahame K. Gates
Ronald E. Greenland

A.I',C. Schuol or (iliding Cif,,,,
.. No. lOS-G. S. . .
,.
London G,C.
.. No. 20.S.
No. 23' ~"r.S.
No. 5. G.S.
.. No. 2 G.S.
.. Scottish G.C,
.. No. 20,S.
No. 89 G.S.
'. No. 126 O.S.

Dn!c fakc/~

:l. 6.5\
20. 5.51
:.1. 6.51
10. 6.51
3. 6.51
3. 6.5i
10. 6.51
3. 6.51
9. 6.51
10. 6.51
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Name

No.
12254
12268
12376
12820
12680
12935
12978

David W. Wilk!n""n
Jcrcmy 1*, Norman
Da vid PerC)'
Peter

J.

Swatlol1

Thomas J. l:hurch
R. J. Hcolon
....errcncc C. Parker
1~149
David G, Jardinc
13191 Gw~ndolct1 \\', Fotllltainc
13211 Michacl B. Allawav
13216 ltarrv Halll111.olld 1321 ? Philip Hemingwny
Paul A. MacCarthv
1~21!i
13219 Geoffrey J. Raud""
13220 Basil F. Baldock
13221 Midmcl A. Colley
13224 Richard E. J. Ibbol50n
13226 Anlholl)' G. Ullridge
13230 DOllald Ko C>tl1a\\'ay
13232 Dou.~I!l8 \{. J. Lake
13234 \\'illiam J. Hmnl'hill
13235 Kcilh R. 10hllSloll
13239 Edwar(l C-. J,.amoourl1c
1324.1 Derek 1:. I,. Chi<lel1
13244 He-rbecl G. Hart
13245 Albert )laslin
13247 Viclor C. Doggrcll
13249 \\'illiam L. Cochrane
13251 Stepht:ll R. \Vilt~hire
I:J252 J. R. M. Radok

A. T.e. Srhool

OT

No. 123

(;,~.

No. 22 G.S.
Derby &. l.auc:;.
No. 89 G.S.
No. 49 G.S.
No. 168 G.S.
No. IG8 G.S.
Cambridge Ulliv.
No. 105 G.S,
No. 123 G's.
Port!loulOuth N.G.C.

Coil. of Aor.
Derby & f...HIH.."S,
No, -45 G.R
Surrey G.C.
Ko. 26 G.S.
Brl.lol G.C.
Hallon App.
Gallllet G.C.
Cnll1hridge l:lIiv.

1~255

Jonathan D. Ycuudd

Coli. of Aer.
Brislol G.C.

13256
13258
13259
13280
13267
13273
13275
13276
13277
13284
13286
13287
13291
13292
13293
13294
13295
13296
13297
13298
13299
13300
13315
13316

Peler Betllell
..
l\Ia1cotm C. \Vi15011

G.C.
Coli. of Acr.

Michllel

J.

Sharmal1

James A. Culhberlsoll
Harry Gre:enhough
Radlley S. SlIealh
Alan D. Piggoll
Philip C. Auslin
Herbcrl Page
Denni~ Ke11y
Terry \Valls
Kenncth 1.." Rowntrcc
Robert J. TrcES
l'1ichae1 J. Armilagc
JoIllI R. Ayers ..
..
Gcorgt; A, P. eha 111 berlai 11
Peler R. Lockwood
John M. Pack
Jack L. Bayley ..
John A. Beadoll
Peler Virlue
Anthon)" D. Marshall

Graham F, Page
Eric P. Chuplin ..

3272 Iun R. P. Abel
5502 Charle; R. Brown
6214 Alexander Grant
9828 Duvid J. While .•
11580 P. E. J,ovell
11637 P. A. Tuylor
11936 ~latlhew Yotlng
11940 Dere\;; R. Atkiu50n
12058 Cerald Willis
12127 Donold ,,:. Lowc
12521 Barbura J. D. ~I,,"e1ey
12738 Alau J. &1\\'000
12794 J.e;lie A. Boyer ..
12806 Dhmey T. Baltettl)'
12947 ScPIlO\U Evau3
12949 jAmes S. R. Salmond
13092 John A. Carler ..
13108 Robert 1\1, Neill
13200 David (~. "'USOII
13224 Rlchnrl1 E. J. Ihbol;;on
13251 StcphC'n R. \Viltshir('
13258 lIalcolm C. \\~il:;oll
13280 Ja.mes A. Cuthbertsoll
13275 "'Ian D. Piggoll
13276 Pllilip C. ""L,lin
13277 Hcrbert Page
13315 Gralla111 F. Page
13316 Eric P. Chaplin ..

320 P. "\'ood
321 D. E'. Cookc
322 P. \\'. Brooks
323 A. I'. Farnborough
324 .... D. Piggotl
325 G. F. Pac,:
326 E. P. Chapliu
327 J. C. Alluu
328 H. Cork
329 G. E. ~Iiller

Glidillg e/llb.

1'0.23 G.S.
No. 104 G.8.
1'0.2 G's.
1'0.89 G.S.
1'0.89 G.S.
:-10.45 C.S.
No. 49 G.S.
1'0.89 G.S.
Coil. of Ae...

~llrrcy

R.A.F. B,iugnorlh
B .....F.O.
~o."S

0.8.

f>crby &. L.1m..'5.

H.C. G. [ns1. School
B.A.F.O.
T,uncburg
r-a.'~bcr~

No. 23 G.S.
Rufiorlh
R ..\.F. Coli.
KA.I'. CoIl.
R.A.F. Coil.
R ..\.F. Coli.
RAF. Coil.
IL\.F. Coli.
.R.A.I'. Goll.
CoII.·of her.
&:ollish G. U .
No. 166 G.S.
R,E. v.C. Hamclill
GUlorsloh

'C' CERTIFICATU
No. 1680.8.
!'o. 105 G.S.
No. ,; C.S.
1'0.125 G.S.
No. 89 G.S.
1'0.42 G$.
R ..\.F. Coli.
R.A.F. CoIl.
R.A.F. Coil.
R ..\.F. CoIl.
Suttc:y
1l...\.F. Coil.
R .•\.F. Coil.

I:assbcrg
&..\.I'. Coil.
R.A.I'. Coil.
ArmyG.C.

Midland G.C.
Midland
Cambl'klge C.G.
Cau1.bridge
Coil. of Aer.
B ..\ r.o.
H.C. G. Insl. &11001
8 ..\.1'.0.
B.A.F.O.
R.E, Glidin~ Hamdill
Gulersloh -

SILVEII • C'.'
Surrey GX.
Cl'<1llwcH
Surrey

A.E.C.S ..'\..
Delling ..
B.A.P.O.
B.A.F.O.
,",0.89 G.S.
Dcrby & J.ancs.
Bristol

Dale/akell

U:
3. 6.51

~~:

15. 8.51

THE MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB
LIMITED
The Long Mynrl, Church StreUon,

I~: ~:~: Shropshire. Telephone: Linley 20U.

20..~.51

New members welcome. Abinitio training by two-seaters.
16. 6.51 Slope, thermal and wave soaring.
2~: ~:~: Resident
engineer.
Dormitory.
13. 5.51 C:".tering at week-ends.
~t ~~:
Secrctary : F. G.· Batty, F.C.A.,
6. 5.51 2, LombareJ Street \-Vest,
\Vest
21. 5.49 Bromwich, Staffs.

I;:

~:~:

2;:2. 6.51
~:~: 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 12.
3.
3.
26.
20.
27.

5.51
6.51
6.51
5.51
6.51
8.50
2. 6.51
,18. 4.51
14. 2.51
16. 6.51
19. 5.51 '
25. 8.50
10. 6.50
26. 5.51
21. 1.51
27. 5.51
16. 6.51
28. 2.51
15. 9.49
26.11.50
2. 6.51
2. 6.51
,10. 6.51
6. 5.51
24. 2.51
13. 5.51
16. 6.51
3. 7.51
5.11.50
I~. 5.51
20. 5.51
10. 6.51
3. 6.51'
2. 7.50
S. 5.49
27.
2.
9.
3.
12.
20.
12.
16.
14.
30.
21.
18.
14.
6.
1,1.
3.
3.
3.
3.
4.
18.
29.
6.
20.
20.
2.
2.
22.

5.51
6.51
651
6.51
5.51
6.51
5.51
4.51
4.51
5.51
4.5\
4.51
4.51
5.51
4.51
6.51
6.51
6.51
6.51
650
3.51
4.51
5.51
3.51
5.50
6.51
7.50
6.49

3.
7.
16.
20.
\5.
15.
9.
16.
24.
3.

6.51
6.51
6.51
6.51
6.51
4.51
6.51
6.51
6.51
6.5\

THE DERBYSHIRE AND
LANCASHIRE GLIDING CLUB

CampbiJI, Great HuckIow.
Derbyshire.
2 seater ab initio training a
s peciality.
Fully licensed Club House.
Resident Steward and Stewardess.
For further details apply to
the Secretary.

THE LONDON GLIDING CLUB
LTD.
Dunstable Dowps, Beds.
Tel.:

Dunstable 419.

Flying Membership:
Entrance Fee £6. 5s. Od.
Annual Sub. {,6. 6s. Od.
(or 11/6 monthly)

Non-Flying Membership:
Entrance Fee Nil
Annual Sub. £2. 25. Od.
Resident instructor, two resident
engineers, dormy houses, licensed
bar, full catering at week-ends.
Flying instruction every day except
Tuesdays.
Twelve club aircraft.
Link Trainer Instruction Available
Club Meetings:
4th to 19th August.

THE YORKSHIRE GLIDING
CLUB,
SUTTON BANK, YORKSHIRE.
Flying facilities are offered to
all PrivatI Owners, Soaring and
Power Pilots.
For full particulars apply to:
L. A. ALDERSON, " Lyndhurst:;
Sinnington. York. Hon. Secretary,
Yorkshire Gliding Club.

COUNTRY LIFE CARAVANS
have Models to meet all pockets
and nceds.
Country Life Caravan Co.,
Romsey.

Have ,you read • • •
THE

TERE NCE

~

HORSLEY

I

(EYRE

&

SPOTTISWOODE)

Entrance Fee £1. Is. :. Subscription £3.38.
Write to

HOll.

Secretary:

D. HENDlty
THE SCOTTISH CLII)ING UNION
BALADO AIRFIELD

The Long Flight'
18/- (COUNTR~ Lm:)
.. A Grand Book"-Sailplane.

M I LNATHORT

•
, Gliding and Power Flying'

KINROSS-SHIRE

by " Stringbag."

I

(OXFOIlD UNIVERSITY PRESS)

Drawings by Stanley Sproule.
A delightful lillle handbook.
6/- - postage <Id.

I

WESTERN AIRWAYS
•
•

Immediate Capacity lor overhauls and repairs.
Elttensive spares stocks held iincluding FabriC,
Dope and Paint, Plywood, A.a.S. paris.
Keenest prices. Enquiries welcomed.
• Over 500 major repairs and overhauls completed
on all types 01 Sailplanes and Gliders.
• Immediate on, site repair service.
• Estimates Itee.

• Weather Forecasting'
(LONCHANS)

S.W.C. Pack.
"Invaluable "-RQYal Aero Society.
25/- - postage 9d.
From .. Sailplane" Office: Cash with order.
13'1 STRAND,

UNION

BISHOPHILL AND
BALADO AIRFIELD

Soaring Flight'

The classic English book 011 the subject.
16/- - postage 6d.

~

SCOTIISH GLIDING

8001(5

WESTON AIRPORT, West on-sup er-Mare

W.C.2

('Phone WES1'O!f-SUPER-MARE 2700)

Will YO U help our drive for Circulation?

THE.

HAWKRIDGE AI:RCRAFT CO. LTD.
(ot·
• Crash ..epairs and -C. oC A. overhauls to
Light AlrcraCt, Glider. and Sailplane••
• Modifications ond experimental work.
• Used Gliders Qnd Sailplanes.
• Reconditioned and special components.
• Plans Service and ·Constructlonal Kit•.
• Trailers,.

THE ONL\' BRITISH JOURNAl. CATERING
EXCLUSIVE..\, FOR THE INTERESTS OF
GLIDING AND ULTRA LIGHT AIRCRAFT
ENTHUSIASTS

Write:

HAWKRIDGE AIRCRAFr COMPANY LTD.
KNIGHTON WAY LANE, NEW DENHAM
Nr. uxaRIDGE, MIDDX.

SUBSCRIPTION FORM
To ROLLS HQUSE PUBLlSffiNG CO. LTD~
BREAMS BUILDINGS, FETTER LANE, EC••

Please enter my subscrip.tion far I2 menths.
Remittance for 25/6 herewith. (12/9 for 6 months),
(6/6for 3 months).
NAME

-

ADDRESS

__......•.

We build,
You construct,
They fly • . the Dart Kitten

DART AIRCRAFT LTD.
25, Kings Way,
DUNSTABLE, Beds.

Cheques, PlO's, etc., payable to Rolls House

DUllstable 938
Barnet 0621

Do you know your airfields P

WINGS

eDAya

iiII

LImI

Recognize this airfield? It's No.] 3 in this
series of puzzle photographs. YOlt'll find
the answer below on the right.

*

At twenty-five aerodromes throughout the country, the
circling of your plane overhead is the signal for the
familiar Shell and BP Aircraft Servicing Vehicle-on duty
all the year round-to drive across and meet you as you
taxi to a stop. Landing an Auster on a pleasure trip,
or a Dakota with thirty passeng'ers, you can always be
Bure of the same quiCk, friendly attention from the Shell
and BP Aviation Service.

Shell and BP Aviation Service
Shell-Mex and B.P. Ltd., SheII-MexHouse. Strand. W,C.2.
Distributors In the U.K. for the Shell
and Anglo-Iranian Oil Groups

1_.

,

